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Abstract

Structural health monitoring (SHM) uses sensor data to quantitatively assess the
integrity and performance of infrastructure, as a basis for extending the lifespan of
aging systems. Wireless sensor networks promise to enable the installation of dense
arrays of battery operated sensor nodes at dramatically lower cost than traditional
wired systems. However, typical vibration based health monitoring approaches sam-
ple at high frequencies, and wirelessly transmitting the resulting large volumes of
data can rapidly deplete sensor node batteries. Rather than emulating the behaviour
of a traditional wired SHM system, intelligent sensor nodes can analyse vibration
data within the sensor network, reducing transmission volumes and conserving bat-
tery. Coordinating, configuring, and managing the resources of networks of intelligent
sensor nodes, is however a significant challenge.

In this research, we first propose a new computational framework for distributed
in-network processing of vibration sensing data, and develop a sensor system which
implements this framework. A critical advantage of this framework is its flexibility,
allowing data processing logic to be remotely reconfigured almost instantaneously. We
then extend this approach, developing a resource allocation algorithm which continu-
ally tracks network resources (battery life, computational power and communication
bandwidth), and ensures that in-network computations utilise these resources opti-
mally. The efficacy of this approach is then demonstrated by deploying a wireless
sensor network on a steel frame tower and conducting a series of experiments investi-
gating the performance of the proposed framework. Lastly, we consider the problem
of event detection in energy-harvesting wireless sensor networks. In SHM applica-
tions, long periods of time elapse without the occurrence of any event of interest. To
conserve resources, a subset of nodes can actively listen for events, while the remain-
der power down. Judicious planning of the sequence of active node assignments is
needed to ensure that as many nodes as possible can be reached upon the detection
of an event, and that the system maintains the ability to detect events in times of low
energy availability. We propose and develop a novel reinforcement learning approach
to this problem, and through simulation demonstrate that strategies learned by the
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reinforcement learning agent outperform baseline approaches. The integration of the
proposed computational framework, resource allocation algorithm and collaborative
event detection strategy enables fully autonomous operation of intelligent wireless
SHM systems.

Thesis Supervisor: Oral Buyukozturk
Title: Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and motivation

Civil infrastructure is an integral part of modern economies and societies. We depend

on the reliable operation of roads, railways, tunnels and bridges to transport people

and goods. The production of energy depends on the safe operation of dams, wind

turbines, oil and gas platforms and pipelines. Water distribution and treatment

networks provide clean water for households, as well as agriculture and manufacturing.

The structural integrity of all of these components deteriorates over time. This

can happen gradually due to corrosion, every day wear and tear, or fatigue arising

from stress cycling. Sudden changes can also occur due to unexpected loading caused

by poor design, or natural hazards like earthquakes and extreme wind events. Care-

ful inspection and maintenance regimes can combat deterioration, helping to extend

infrastructure lifetime and prevent disaster.

In the United States, the National Bridge Inspection Program requires all public

road bridges longer than 20 feet to be regularly inspected, typically every 24 months.

These inspections, as described in the Bridge Inspectors Reference Manual [801 rely

heavily on qualitative visual assessment. Inspection reports are submitted to the

Federal Highway Administration and used to compile the National Bridge Inventory.

Each bridge in the National Bridge Inventory is rated as good, fair, poor or struc-

turally deficient. To warrant being rated structurally deficient, a bridge must have a
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significant load-carrying element which is in poor condition as a result of damage or

deterioration. Structurally deficient bridges can be required to post a weight limit, or

if deemed unsafe, closed. In 2018, roughly 9 % of the greater than 600,000 bridges in

the inventory were given a rating of structurally deficient. This figure, while alarming,

has actually been decreasing in recent years: In 2000 nearly 15% bridges were rated

structurally deficient.

The structurally deficient rating, and the National Bridge Inspection Program,

attracted a great deal of attention in the aftermath of the 1-35 West bridge collapse

in Minneapolis, Minnesota in August 2007, when it emerged that the bridge has been

rated structurally deficient prior to its catastrophic failure. After investigation 17], the

cause of failure was determined to be an under-designed gusset plate, which finally

failed under increased loading as a result of roadworks. Photo evidence from inspec-

tions retroactively showed this critical gusset plate in a noticeably bowed condition,

but no note of this issue was ever made in inspections.

More recently, the Morandi Bridge in Genoa, Italy collapsed on August 7th 2018,

resulting in 43 fatalities. Built in the 1960s, the bridge exhibited an unusual de-

sign, utilising steel cables encased in pre-stressed concrete as the primary stays in a

cable-stayed system. As described in [31], corrosion of the steel cables in these main

stays was an ongoing concern from at least the late 1990s. In October 2017, Pro-

fessor Carmelo Gentile of Politecnico di Milano was contracted to perform vibration

based assessment of the condition of the bridge. Based on these tests, the vibration

behaviour of two stays on the southern end of the bridge was deemed anomalous,

and it was recommended that the bridge be outfitted with permanent sensors, to

allow more detailed studies. Initial analysis of eye witness reports and videos of the

collapse suggest that the collapse of the bridge was initiated by the tension failure of

the southern stays.

Catastrophic collapses such as the 1-35 W collapse, and the Genoa bridge collapse

while thankfully rare, are unfortunately not limited to aging bridges. In March 2018, a

concrete pedestrian bridge on the Florida International University campus in Miami,

Florida collapsed suddenly while still under construction, killing 6 people and injuring
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Figure 1-1: Photograph of the aftermath of the collapse of the Viadotto Polcevera
(Morandi Bridge), Genoa, Italy [31].

9. An initial investigative update issued by the National Transportation Safety Board

concluded that a design mistake led to an overestimate of the load capacity of a critical

section of the bridge. According to [91, cracking consistent with this design error was

observed prior to the collapse of the bridge. This pre-collapse cracking can be seen

in Figure 1-2, originally provided in [8].

Rather than rely on intermittent, mostly visual inspection techniques, the in-

stallation of sensors for structural health monitoring (SHM) purposes has long been

suggested as an alternative [341,1[221[151. It is impossible to definitively say whether

structural collapses such as the 1-35 W collapse, the Florida International University

pedestrian bridge collapse, or the Genoa bridge collapse could have been prevented

by more sophisticated monitoring approaches. However, the deployment of SHM

systems does promise to reduce the economic cost of structural integrity evaluation,

allow much more frequent, and more quantitative assessment, and mitigate the haz-

ard to human life incurred by conducting inspections in dangerous circumstances, e.g.

offshore or in the aftermath of natural disasters.

Significant research focus has been devoted to the development of effective al-

gorithmic approaches for using sensor data outputs to detect, locate and quantify
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damage in structures. As a result, many of these approaches (which will be sum-

marised in Section 1.2) are now quite mature. The development of reliable, low cost

sensor systems is critical to enable the widespread adoption of SHM, and the use of

these algorithmic approaches.

In particular, battery powered wireless networks of sensors can greatly reduce the

installation cost and logistical challenges of deploying SHM systems in the field. Due

to a combination of high sampling rates and low communication bandwidth typical

of SHM sensing systems, "smart sensing" networks which are made up of sensor

nodes, capable of analysing data at source, offer significant performance advantages.

An overview of the typical design parameters of wireless networks for SHM will be

provided in Section 1.3. As SHM data processing methodologies mature and become

more complex, technical challenges exist in coordinating, configuring and deploying

low power smart sensing systems which meet the requirements of the SHM field. This

thesis presents a comprehensive smart sensing system which a) provides users a high

degree of re-configurability and adaptability to implement SHM methodologies, b)

develops a novel resource allocation algorithm which ensures that these deployed data

processing methodologies are efficiently executed, c) uses state of the art planning

techniques to optimally balance long term preservation of battery life and system

functionality.

1.2 Structural Health Monitoring

The goal of structural health monitoring is evaluate structural integrity using data

measured from sensors. Evaluation of structural integrity can range from simple bi-

nary damage detection (is the structure damaged?), to damage localisation (where is

the damage?), to severity assessment (how bad is the damage?), to lifetime prognos-

tication (how long will the structure survive?).

Various different sensor types can be used to achieve these goals. Fibre Bragg

Grating sensors can be used to directly measure strain [13]. Strain measurements

provide high value information for damage detection purposes, but these sensor sys-
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tems are costly and difficult to install. Acoustic emission sensors [67],[32] which

measure high frequency (0.5-3 MHz) elastic waves in structures can be used to detect

and monitor crack propagation, and are a popular choice in aerospace applications of

SHM. Guided wave systems use actuators to propagate ultrasonic mechanical waves

in structures which sensors then measure. Changes in wave propagation indicate

damage in the structure, but the analysis of these changes is difficult and relies on a

good understanding of the behaviour of the underlying medium. Popular applications

include pipeline and plate systems, but typically not more complex civil structures.

Camera based approaches for SHM offer an affordable and practical alternative to

installing sensors. Data obtained from cameras can be used to either directly detect

cracks and visual abnormalities from images [121, or to extract displacement time his-

tories from videos (16], [561, [24], [76]. Image processing techniques can be used as an

alternative to manual inspections, but suffer from the same limitation. Video-based

displacement extraction, while cheaper and easier than using contact sensors, may be

more suitable for modal analysis than damage detection, due to low signal to noise

ratios and difficulty measuring higher frequency signals.

Vibration based damage detection, typically using contact accelerometers, is per-

haps the most commonly used approach in civil infrastructure monitoring, and a

large body of research exists dealing with the analysis of acceleration measurements

for damage detection purposes. Damage detection algorithms can generally be divided

into either model-based or data-based. Model based approaches to damage identifi-

cation compare measured structural response data with predictions from a numerical

model of the structure in question, with discrepancies between predictions and mea-

surements indicating damage. Model updating schemes, which vary model parameters

(mass and stiffness) such that the difference between measured and predicted data is

minimised, can be used for quantitative damage localisation and severity assessment

[881, [5], [64].

While model based approaches can be helpful in localising and quantifying the

severity of damage, the development of an accurate numerical model is not always

possible. Data-based approaches generally use the statistical pattern recognition
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paradigm described in [861. In this paradigm, raw data is transformed into damage-

sensitive features, and then these features are compared to baseline values obtained

from the intact structure, using statistical or machine learning algorithms. A wide

variety of damage sensitive features have been proposed in the literature, from tra-

ditional structural dynamics based features like mode shapes and frequencies (73], to

wavelet analysis based features [681, to features based on anticipated nonlinearities

arising from damage [971, [61]. Despite concerns about their sensitivity to damage,

modal analysis techniques remain popular as they provide physically interpretable

insight into the dynamic behaviour of the instrumented structure. Once raw data is

transformed to the damage-sensitive feature(s) of interest, it is then compared with

an existing catalog of data in order to detect damage. If the existing data is rep-

resentative of just the intact condition of the structure, this is a novelty detection

problem. If data from one or more damaged conditions are available a priori (typi-

cally untrue in civil applications), this can be cast as a classification problem. Many

different algorithms have been proposed for this purpose, including simple statistical

hypothesis testing [691, kernel based classification algorithms 1511, graphical models

[301 and neural networks [11,[451.

Machine learning based approaches to damage detection are typically very data

hungry, requiring a large catalog of historical data to perform well. In both model and

data based damage detection, the capability to cheaply and easily acquire structural

response data is a key requirement.

1.3 Challenges in wireless sensing

Traditional sensing systems for structural health monitoring rely on cables to provide

power to sensors, and transfer data to a base station. The installation of these cables

is a serious impediment to deploying SHM in the field, as it is costly, time consuming,

and impractical. Battery operated sensors which use wireless communication alleviate

these issues, and can be used to deliver low cost systems which are quick and easy to

install even in inhospitable settings. A number of choices of protocol, and associated
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Table 1.1: Comparison of wireless technology options for structural health monitoring

Protocol Current draw (mA) Range (m) Throughput (kbps)

WiFi 200-300 <50 >1000

Cellular 200-300 >500 >1000

LoRa 20-120 >1000 <1

ZigBee 10-50 <100 5-25

BLE mesh ~5 <100 0-2

hardware, are available for wireless communication. The specific choice of protocol

and hardware depends on the design constraints of the sensor network.

This thesis is in part motivated by the specific challenges associated with deploy-

ing wireless sensor systems based on low power networking protocols popular in SHM.

In particular, these protocols have limited bandwidth, which encourages the develop-

ment of autonomous sensor systems which have in-built data processing capable of

significantly reducing the volume of data to be transmitted. Each wireless protocol

has pros and cons, and the choice of which technology to use is dependent on the

constraints under which the deployed sensor system must operate. In this section we

will offer a brief overview of currently available technology for wireless communication

and comment on their applicability to SHM.

Table 1.1 gives an overview of popular protocols for wireless communication, com-

paring their power usage, range, and typical data throughput capabilities. Note that

these data rates are approximate, and are meant to represent real performance in the

field, and so are much lower than the ideal data rates.

WiFi, based on the IEEE 802.11 standard, is a high data rate, but high power

consumption choice. With speeds typically higher than 1 Megabit per second, WiFi

is attractive for applications that require high data rates. WiFi networks use a star

topology, with each node connecting only to the central router. Typically one router

can support approximately 10 devices, with effective range less than 50. As a result,

the deployment of large scale SHM systems can require the installation of a signifi-

cant number of wireless routers. If installation and powering of routers is not a major
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challenge, the advantage of the high data rate may outweigh the disadvantage of the

high power consumption. In structural health monitoring of buildings, for example,

WiFi routers may already be installed, offering a practical solution to wireless net-

working. Even so, providing wired power to every sensor node, in addition to routers,

is not usually feasible, and careful management of the sleep behaviour and power

usage is required to achieve acceptable battery life. The requirement to install and

power wireless routers, combined with the high power consumption of the radios,

often means that WiFi is not a feasible option.

Cellular (3G/4G) can provide relatively high data rates (for an ongoing data

usage cost), depending on the network provider and local coverage availability. If the

planned SHM deployment is in an area of good coverage, cellular can be competitive

with WiFi, and does not require the installation of routers. Power consumption is in

the same range as WiFi, and so poses similar challenges. The combination of high

device power consumption, data usage charges, and lack of universal coverage mean

that cellular networks are not always a feasible choice. However for deployments where

power usage and cost is not a key concern, but where installing WiFi is impractical,

cellular can be a convenient choice.

LoRa is a proprietary protocol, which provides very long range transmission capa-

bility, and low power consumption. The primary use case for LoRa is for infrequent,

short messaging, and so data throughput rates are extremely low. For SHM applica-

tions, this necessitates the development of sensors which operate with a high degree

of autonomy, only communicating vital information.

Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is very energy efficient, and widely used in consumer

electronics applications where battery life is a key concern. Until recently, BLE

operated only in a point-to-point topology, with one master device required per 3-4

maximum nodes. BLE mesh extends this technology to mesh topologies, allowing for

the instrumentation of large structures without the need for supporting infrastructure.

This same combination of low power usage and ease of installation have made low-

power mesh networking protocols based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard (e.g. ZigBee)

popular in SHM applications.
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1.4 Smart sensing

The low cost, energy efficiency, and ease of installation make ZigBee and similar

802.15.4 based wireless networks the most popular choice for SHM deployments.

However, low data rates mean that transmission of large volumes of data is slow,

and therefore consumes battery life that the low power protocol is supposed to pre-

serve. Using the processing capabilities of sensor nodes to process data locally can

reduce the volume of data to be transmitted, therefore saving energy.

For example, Lynch et al [521, develop a methodology in which an autoregressive

model is fitted to acceleration time series on board a sensor node. Once fitted, the

coefficients of the model are transmitted to a base station. Because the model coeffi-

cients are far smaller than the original time series, this approach leads to a reported

50 % reduction in consumed energy. In 1471, Lei et al instrument a steel arch bridge,

and demonstrate that on-board execution of a peak-picking algorithm for modal iden-

tification significantly reduces the volume of data to be transmitted, thereby saving

an estimated 80 % in consumed power, compared to transmitting the raw data.

While [52] and [47] present fully decentralised methodologies, where each node

operates independently of the others, more complex applications have also been pro-

posed in the literature. Zimmerman and Lynch [101], Gao et al [281, and Rice et

al [77], propose distributed computing frameworks for determining global structural

mode shapes. These frameworks enforce a specific pattern defining the flow of data

between distributed computational operations. Because all data processing must ad-

here to this pattern, control flow and communication logic can be integrated into the

smart sensing system and performed autonomously. The adoption of such a frame-

work can also enable additional decision making and optimisation strategies, e.g. in

[1011, to improve performance and reduce energy consumption.

Most smart sensing approaches are not reconfigurable, and so once the system is

deployed, processing logic can not be altered remotely. Because SHM deployments

are generally expected to have a long lifetime, and research into damage detection

and system identification algorithms is an active field, this is a serious limitation.
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Flouri et al [25], develop sensor node firmware which allows for reconfiguration of

both sensing parameters (sensor type, frequency and sampling schedule), and data

processing methodologies. This is however limited to fully decentralised strategies,

and does not provide the functionality to develop more complex data processing

methodologies requiring node to node coordination.

1.5 Research objective

Low power wireless sensor networks promise to reduce the cost of deploying struc-

tural health monitoring systems and drive greater adoption. These systems utilise

the computational capabilities of sensor nodes to reduce data transmission require-

ments, and therefore save battery life. As damage detection and system identification

algorithms continue to mature, these systems must enable the execution of ever more

sophisticated methodologies, while maintaining low enough energy consumption to

operate adequately on battery power.

In this thesis we first aim to develop a reconfigurable smart sensing system, which

allows for remote specification and alteration of data acquisition and processing tasks

typical of structural health monitoring applications. Processing of data for damage

detection, modal analysis, and system identification frequently requires sharing of

data between sensor nodes to calculate global structural properties. One of the goals

of the developed system is to allow the in-network calculation of these global prop-

erties. We then develop resource allocation and planning algorithms to allow the

sensor network to autonomously operate in an energy-efficient manner. In particular

we consider both the immediate concern of efficiently executing user-specified smart

sensing tasks, and the long term problem of preserving battery life while maintain-

ing sufficient functionality to respond to user-initiated requests and other events of

interest.
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1.6 Research approach

The approach of this thesis is to develop a comprehensive autonomous sensor system

for wireless structural health monitoring, involving firmware and software develop-

ment, the formulation of optimisation algorithms to augment this system and reduce

its power consumption, and experimental validation of the system's performance in

a field deployment on a real steel structure.

We first propose and implement a novel smart sensing system for SHM. This

system is easily reconfigurable, allowing users to remotely specify and submit data

acquisition and processing queries to a deployed sensor network. A distributed com-

puting framework is proposed to facilitate the specification of these acquisition and

processing tasks. This framework can accommodate both fully parallel data process-

ing methodologies, and methodologies which merge data from multiple nodes (e.g.

modal analysis). The framework is then implemented through a combined hardware

and software solution, with low level details of networking, data coordination, and

error handling managed autonomously. Particularly careful consideration is given to

handling errors and communication failures, and a robust and transparent approach

to fault tolerance is incorporated into the framework. Comprehensive details of the

overall architecture of this system, sensor node firmware development, and coordina-

tion software are provided.

A novel resource allocation algorithm is then developed to minimise the energy

consumed by the execution of these user specified requests. Specifically, we first de-

scribe how jobs which use the proposed computational framework can be modelled as

directed acyclic graphs, whose vertices represent individual computational subtasks,

and edges represent the flow of data between these subtasks. By profiling submitted

requests, an estimate of the computational burden of subtasks, and the communi-

cation volume between them, can be obtained. We then formulate an integer linear

program, which optimally allocates subtasks to physical sensor node locations in the

network, to minimise the total summed time taken by the job. This optimisation in-

corporates statistics on node to node communication strength and processing speed.
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The optimal solution to the integer linear programming therefore depends not only

on the details of the processing methodology, but also the current state of the sensor

network resources. This algorithm, and the supporting tracking of network statistics,

and profiling of submitted requests, are incorporated into the smart sensing system,

which solves the integer program to create an execution plan for each submitted

request.

This extended system is then demonstrated and validated with a real field deploy-

ment on an experimental steel frame structure. Details of both the structure itself

and the sensing hardware used are provided, and a number of case studies which show

the efficacy of the developed system in typical SHM applications are conducted and

described.

The deployed system allows users to initiate requests to acquire and process sens-

ing data, and optimises the execution of these requests. Between these requests, or

other events of interest like high wind or ground motion, battery life must be pre-

served, while maintaining the functionality to detect and respond to events. This

can be achieved through duty cycling: If all sensor nodes sleep, then events will go

undetected, but if a subset of nodes remains on, while others sleep to preserve bat-

tery, events can still be detected. In energy harvesting sensor networks, adapting

the subset of active nodes over time can allow some nodes to recharge their battery,

while active nodes listen to detect events. We formulate this adaptive duty cycling

problem as one of sequential decision making under uncertainty. A detailed numerical

simulation environment is first developed, and then a reinforcement learning based

solution is proposed and investigated.

1.7 Thesis organisation

The chapters in this thesis are organised as follows:

Chapter 1: Provides general background information and motivation. Outlines

research objective and approach and chapter organisation.
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Chapter 2: Introduces a new framework for distributed in-network data pro-

cessing. Describes the development of the hardware and software components

which enable this framework. This includes sensor node firmware which runs

on low power wireless nodes in the network, as well as high-level software for

coordinating nodes, which runs on a powered web server acting as a gateway to

the sensor network. Provides sample code demonstrating how data acquisition

and processing tasks are specified by users in this framework, and how these

tasks are executed by the sensor network. Develops a comprehensive strategy

for error handling and fault tolerance in this system.

Chapter 3: Proposes and formulates a novel resource allocation algorithm,

which minimises the energy expended in executing data acquisition and process-

ing tasks described in Chapter 2. Models these tasks as directed acyclic graphs

comprised of processing subtasks linked by data dependencies. Describes how

this model can be used to profile submitted requests, and obtain an estimate

of computational and communication costs. Implements tracking of network

statistics, including node to node communication strength and node process-

ing speeds. Combines modelling and profiling of tasks with network statistic

tracking and formulates an integer linear program which optimally allocates pro-

cessing subtasks to sensor nodes, such that total energy expended is minimised.

Describes how this resource allocation algorithm, and supporting network statis-

tic tracking and job profilig is incorporated into the system architecture outlined

in Chapter 2.

Chapter 4: Provides experimental validation of the smart sensing system de-

scribed in Chapter 2, and extended in Chapter 3. Describes the structure and

geometry of the steel frame test bed, as well as details of the deployed sen-

sor system. Includes specifications of all relevant hardware incorporated into

the developed smart sensing system, including MEMS accelerometers, ZigBee

radios, and processor boards. Demonstrates the performance of the proposed

system under real environmental conditions through several experimental case
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studies.

Chapter 5: Introduces a simulation environment for emulating the long term

behaviour of sensor nodes in energy harvesting sensor networks. Proposes an

adaptive duty cycling scheme, which aims to preserve sensor node battery life

while maintaining capabilities to detect user requests, and other events. Pro-

poses and implements a novel deep reinforcement learning algorithm which

learns duty cycling strategies by interacting with the developed simulation envi-

ronment. Investigates and visualises the learned strategies and compares these

with manually developed algorithms.

Chapter 6: Presents summary and conclusions of the most important aspects

of the previous chapters and an outline of several possible areas for future work.
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Figure 1-2: Photographs of pre-collapse cracking on Florida International University
pedestrian bridge, as shown in [8].
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Chapter 2

A reconfigurable and autonomous

smart sensing system for wireless

vibration monitoring

2.1 Introduction

Wireless sensor networks alleviate the need to install cables to supply sensors with

power and communication capability when deploying structural health monitoring

systems. This dramatically reduces the cost and time required to set up the system, as

well as enabling the instrumentation of structures and facilities where the installation

of cables is impractical or impossible, for example offshore structures, structures on

factory floors, or structures in remote locations. However, without a constant supply

of power and a reliable, fast communication link, the management of sensor resources,

for example battery life, and available bandwidth, become major issues. Wireless

vibration monitoring in particular, poses some difficult challenges. Sampling rates

of accelerometers for structural vibration monitoring are typically in the 100s of Hz,

and it is often required to simultaneously collect data from many different sensors in

the network. Mesh network protocols, desirable for their low power, long range, and

self-forming and self-healing properties, are not well suited to the inundation of data
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created by this type of task.

One example is given in Pakzad et al [721, where it is reported that 1600 seconds

of data at a 50 Hz sampling rate was recorded from 64 nodes installed on the Golden

Gate Bridge. To transmit this data from all nodes to a central data sink required a

total of 9 hours. To combat this problem, rather than viewing the sensor network as a

collection of data sources which push their data to a centralised sink, it can be viewed

as a distributed computing system, where each node in the network is capable of

processing data before transmitting. This is a paradigm generally referred to as smart

sensing. In many real world applications, the desired end result of data acquisition,

is not the raw time series itself, but rather some much lower dimensional metadata,

and so carrying out some or all of the processing within the network can reduce the

volume of data transmitted and alleviate the bandwidth saturation problem.

Smart sensing systems can be characterised by whether their processing capability

is static or dynamic. Static systems require manual reprogramming of devices to alter

the processing logic, while dynamic systems allow for remote, usually query based,

adaptation of processing logic.

Smart sensing systems can also be characterised by the level of node-to-node

coordination they exhibit, as discussed by Nagayama et al [66]. In the simplest

approaches, nodes operate independently of each other, acquiring and processing data,

before returning results to a centralised server. In these independent approaches,

no sharing of data between nodes is possible, and so computation which requires

data from multiple nodes is only possible at the server. In vibration monitoring

and structural damage detection applications this can be limiting, as system wide

properties such as mode shapes [54], [16] or inter-node spatial dependencies, [621, [30]

are often of interest.

To enable in-network computation of system wide (or sub-system) properties,

node to node coordination is required. This can be achieved in an unstructured man-

ner, where any necessary inter-node communication logic is explicitly and manually

specified along with the data processing logic.

This unstructured approach to coordination can quickly become unmanageable,
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Table 2.1: Comparison of existing smart sensing system characteristics

No coordination Unstructured Autonomous

coordination coordination

Dynamic Flouri et al [25] N/A Madden et al[53

Static Lynch et al [52], Kane et al[41] Zimmerman et al

Mustafa and Chou [65], [1021,
Lei et al[47] Gao et al [281,

Rice et al [78]

and so a more organised approach to coordination may be implemented, where a spe-

cific parallel processing pattern is enforced. The adoption of a standardized pattern

for parallel processing ensures that the flow of data between computational opera-

tions is strictly defined, even if the actual logic associated with these operations may

change. One such example of a parallel processing pattern is the fork-join pattern [55],

which is commonly used to coordinate the splitting of computational jobs into parallel

branches, and the subsequent merging of these branches. For an example of a parallel

processing pattern applied in smart sensing, see Gao et al [281 where a hierarchical

tree model of parallel computation is proposed. If such a pattern is implemented,

the required networking logic will follow the same structure for every job, and can

therefore be decoupled from the processing logic, and autonomously performed by

the smart sensing system. This can additionally allow for the introduction of more

sophisticated autonomous decision-making capability, with the smart sensing system

itself deciding how and where to execute the desired computation. In summary, we

can generally characterize smart sensing systems on a scale from no coordination, to

unstructured coordination, to fully autonomous coordination.

Table 2.1 organises smart sensing approaches from the literature according to a)

whether they can dynamically alter processing logic, and b) the level of coordination

they utilise. Lynch et al [52], develop a static approach, which extracts autoregressive

features from acceleration time series, and transmits the results of this analysis to

a central location. This analysis reduces the volume of data to be transmitted, and
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results in an approximately 50 % reduction in consumed energy. This is a good

example of a static system with no node-to-node coordination. Similarly, Lei et

al [471, implement an embedded peak-picking analysis which identifies peaks in the

frequency spectrum of the recorded vibration time series at each node location. These

peaks are then transmitted to a central server from nodes deployed an a steel arch

bridge, resulting in an estimated 80% reduction in consumed power for this analysis,

compared with transmission of raw time series data. This is an illustration of a

static system with no node-to-node coordination required. Mustafa and Chou 165],

develop an embedded damage detection procedure for water distribution pipelines.

This approach first compares acceleration values measured by an in-situ sensor node

located on the pipe surface to a predetermined threshold value, and upon the detection

of any values exceeding this threshold launches a secondary analysis. This secondary

analysis is computed on a higher performance aggregation node which is connected by

wire to the in-situ sensor node, and compares median acceleration values to calculated

acceptable values. Data is then transmitted to a backend server, only if this secondary

statistical test is anomalous. This approach best fits the category of static execution

with no node to node coordination, although the two-step damage detection method

could be viewed as an example of node to node coordination.

For an example of a structural health monitoring system which allows data pro-

cessing logic to be altered remotely, see Flouri at al [251. The sensor node firmware

developed in this work has two modes: An execution mode and a configuration mode.

In configuration mode, the user can use a graphical interface to choose from the avail-

able sensor types, create a sampling schedule and specify sampling rates. A data

processing pipeline which operates on the resulting data streams can then be assem-

bled from a pool of available routines. Once in execution mode, the sensor node then

samples data according to the user-specified schedule and sampling parameters, and

then passes this data through the chosen data processing pipeline. This pipeline can

also be partitioned between the sensor node and the backend server, meaning that

some processing is executed by the node itself, after which data is transferred to the

server, where the processing pipeline is completed. This system provides users with
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significant flexibility to modify sensor node behaviour. However, it enforces an inde-

pendent data processing model which does not allow sharing of data between nodes,

prohibiting in-network processing of non-local structural properties, and so this smart

sensing approach can be characterised as a dynamic system with no coordination.

Kane et al [411 instrument a steel model structure with a distributed system of 4

sensing nodes, and 2 actuator nodes, which combine to control the structure's vibra-

tion using the linear quadratic regulator algorithm [991. Sensing nodes broadcast their

state at the beginning of each control step, to actuator nodes, which then compute the

required action on board, and actuate a motor. While impressive, the implementation

of this approach requires "programming each node with application specific code", in-

cluding communication details. This is a good example of a static system which uses

unstructured node-to-node coordination to implement a very complex methodology.

Gao et al [281 introduce a "distributed computing strategy", which utilises a hierar-

chical structure for parallel processing. Neighbouring sensor nodes form communities,

with each containing one cluster node. The cluster node aggregates data from the

other nodes in its community, and can exchange data with cluster nodes from other

communities, as well as forward data to the base station. Gao et al then describe

how the damage locating vector method can be implemented within this distributed

computing strategy, allowing cluster nodes to diagnose damage in their neighborhood

of a structure, before transmitting the diagnosis to a central server. Numerical results

are provided as initial validation of the efficacy of this strategy for damage detection.

In [771 and [781 Rice et al implement the distributed computing strategy proposed

in [28], as part of an autonomous smart sensing system. This allows the proposed

tree-type computational model to be used as a template for implementing system

identification algorithms, such as frequency domain decomposition [10] and eigensys-

tem realisation [40], as well as the damage locating vector method. This illustrates

clearly the benefits of autonomous coordination: Once the computational model is

defined, low level networking and control flow logic can be standardised and incor-

porated into the smart sensing system, simplifying the implementation of new data

processing algorithms.
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While [28], [771 and [781 illustrate the benefits of autonomous coordination, the

performance of these systems is subject to which nodes are chosen as cluster nodes

for which communities, and how the communities are defined. In [28] it is noted

that "to facilitate communication, the manager sensor should be centrally located

to the other sensors in the community...", and in 177] it is recommended that "the

network topology should be tailored to the modal analysis method considered...".

Incorporating the decision making capability to autonomously solve these operational

problems within the smart sensing system is possible with sufficient information on

the network characteristics and data processing methodology.

For example, Zimmerman and Lynch [101], develop a smart sensing system for

the distributed computation of mode shapes within a sensor network, which uses a

similar tree structure to [281 and 1771, but incorporates a market based approach for

resource allocation. This approach allows the topology of the computational tree to

be decided through an auction, which maximises the total utility of the system, where

utility is defined as a combination of improved modal assurance criteria and commu-

nication reliability and decreased computational and storage burden. This approach

illustrates how the addition of more sophisticated decision making capabilities within

the sensor network can augment autonomously coordinated approaches and improve

their performance. Note that a more detailed explanation of market based optimisa-

tion approach in [101] is provided in Chapter 3. A related approach is presented in

[102].

In [53], Madden et al develop an acquisitional query processing system for gen-

eral purpose wireless sensor networks. In this system, users query the network for

data, using a SQL-like syntax, enabling not just the acquisition of data, but also

filtering and aggregation of this data within the network. Additional syntax allows

queries to be executed on a once off basis, or on a defined schedule. Techniques from

database query optimisation are used to ensure that sampling, filtering and aggre-

gation operations are executed in an energy-efficient manner. This system is both

dynamic, allowing users to implement new processing methodologies by submitting

new queries, and autonomous, with the system itself optimizing the scheduling of
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sampling operations, and the ordering and location of processing operations. The

combination of filtering and aggregation operations provided in this SQL-style syn-

tax can be combined to implement many different applications. However structural

health monitoring applications often rely on signal processing and statistical analysis

techniques which are not included in the smart sensing system in [53], and in general

can be difficult to implement in SQL.

2.1.1 Problem statement

Depending on the planned usage of a given smart sensing system, a static system, or a

system with no or limited node-to-node coordination may be sufficient. Nonetheless, a

dynamic system with sophisticated autonomous coordination can offer significant ad-

vantages. In static systems, the embedded application logic cannot be easily adapted

without firmware updates. In structural health monitoring, where the development of

new algorithmic approaches is still an active research topic, the deployment of a sys-

tem which does not allow for modification of data interrogation procedures is a serious

drawback. Additionally, static systems cannot typically accommodate multiple users

of the same sensor network who wish to deploy different application logic, another

problematic limitation for enabling further research and development of monitoring

methodologies.

The benefits of autonomous coordination are also noteworthy. By requiring all

computation adhere to a common parallel processing structure, the implementation

of new data processing methodologies becomes formulaic. This is especially helpful

in smart sensing systems which allow dynamic reconfiguration of processing logic;

the overall control flow remains the same, allowing just processing operations to be

reconfigured.

In real deployments of wireless sensor networks, communication link strength may

vary greatly over time, and nodes may have heterogeneous processing capabilities.

When application logic is dynamically updated, changes in the processing methodol-

ogy can also impact the performance of the system. By developing a fully autonomous

approach to node-to-node coordination, intelligent decision making capability can be
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implemented which allows for adaptation to varying environmental conditions, hard-

ware capabilities and changes in sensor data processing techniques.

In this work we propose a novel smart sensing system, which is both dynamic, and

autonomously coordinated, and allows users to specify their application logic on-the-

fly in the form of a MapReduce [191 style distributed computing job, implemented in

Python and submitted remotely via a web connection. This enables multiple users to

concurrently share the sensing and computational resources of the same sensor net-

work, and to easily update methodologies without manually reprogramming individ-

ual devices. The MapReduce framework is flexible enough to enable implementation

of many typical structural health monitoring analyses, while also being structured in

a way that enables further optimization of resource allocation.

In Chapter 3 we will describe how the execution of individual subtasks in MapRe-

duce jobs can be assigned optimally to nodes in the sensor network, allowing the sys-

tem to minimise power consumption under changes in communication link strength

and node processor speed. In this chapter we will describe the software architecture

of the smart sensing system, provide a detailed description of the MapReduce style

computational framework, and outline the key features of the node-level firmware

which enable efficient and fault-tolerant in-network execution of smart sensing jobs

specified in the proposed computational framework.

2.2 System architecture

The system described in this chapter is comprised of three separate components. 1)

an interactive browser application which displays information about the sensor net-

work to the users, and allows the user to submit their computational tasks and view

the results of these tasks. 2) a gateway server which connects the internet (and there-

fore the user) to the local sensor mesh network. 3) The mesh network itself which

is comprised of individual nodes, each containing a battery, a processor capable of

running the MicroPython interpreter [29], a XBee Digimesh radio, and a MEMS ac-

celerometer. These individual nodes run a lightweight multitasking system developed
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specifically to execute the computational framework proposed in this work, which we

will describe in more detail in this chapter. The mesh network is controlled by one

continuously powered coordinator node, with an internet connection. This coordi-

nator node runs a WebSocket server, providing a low overhead communication link

with the remote HTTP server. This WebSocket server additionally runs a modified

version of the standard node firmware as a subtask, enabling the same capabilities as

all other nodes for node-to-node communication and data processing.

The web server hosts 1) A database, which stores user IDs and login details, details

of submitted jobs and any returned results. In this work, a MongoDB database is

utilised. MongoDB is a NoSQL database, which stores data simply as key-value

pairs. A relational database would also suffice, but because this application does

not require any complex relational operations, it would offer no particular advantage.

2) A HTTP server, which allows authenticated users to submit new jobs via HTTP

POST requests, and retrieve completed job results via GET requests. The Node.js

JavaScript runtime environment is used to implement the HTTP server.

The HTTP server connects to the WebSocket server running on the coordina-

tor node. This WebSocket server receives messages from the HTTP server contain-

ing details of jobs to be submitted. The coordinator node then disseminates tasks

to the nodes in the mesh network (including itself), and collects and returns re-

sults to the HTTP server where they are saved to the database. These results can

then be queried by users. This WebSocket server is implemented using the asyncio

and python-socketio libraries. Because this server is implemented in Python, it can

straightforwardly run a modified desktop version of the node firmware as an in-process

subtask.

Figure 2-1 illustrates the system architecture and how the client application, web

server, and mesh network operate to allow users to remotely execute jobs and access

the resulting data. To execute a monitoring job, users specify their application logic

in the form of a MapReduce style computation, and submit it to the gateway server

via the interactive browser application, or a simple HTTP request.
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Figure 2-1: Schematic of the overall system architecture showing client, server and

mesh network components.
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2.3 Distributed computing framework

MapReduce is a popular programming model for specifying and executing parallel,

distributed algorithms in computing clusters. In the canonical MapReduce model,

distributed algorithms are composed of: 1) a map method, which operates in an em-

barrassingly parallel fashion on chunks of data, commonly stored on a distributed file

system, producing one or more key-value pairs for each chunk of data 2) A reduce

method, which operates on groups of values which share the same key, producing a re-

sult for each key and associated group of values. The assignment of cluster resources,

error handling, data communication, etc. is orchestrated internally by a framework,

e.g. Hadoop [951, and shielded from the end user of the framework. This greatly

simplifies the process of developing and executing distributed computing algorithms.

In this work, we develop an analogous framework which allows users to specify their

smart sensing applications in the MapReduce style, for execution on a network of

wireless sensors. The MapReduce style is adapted slightly for the wireless sensing

environment: In addition to a map and reduce method, users must also provide a

sampling method, which specifies the sensor interface from which data is to be ac-

quired, and details of the desired sampling frequency and duration, as well as a list

of nodes at which data is to be sampled. The result of each sampling method is then

directly processed by the map methods. Utilising the system developed in this work,

the end user does not have to specify how data is routed through the network, how

to interface with hardware, how to handle errors, long-running tasks, communication

failures or other exceptions. This will allow engineers to instead focus on the develop-

ment of useful structural health monitoring methodologies, while still availing of the

considerable advantages of in-network, distributed processing. The MapReduce style

of distributed computing, while not universally applicable, has been demonstrated

in cluster computing to be adaptable to many algorithms. We will demonstrate in

Chapter 5 how some common structural health monitoring applications can be ex-

pressed easily in this style. Note that while simple fully decentralised algorithms can

be straightforwardly implemented, the reduce step allows for the implementation of
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more complicated algorithms which require coordination of data from multiple sensor

nodes. Conceptually, the MapReduce based framework as implemented in this work

can be described approximately by the procedure outlined below in Algorithm 1. For

a more detailed examination of MapReduce based distributed computing algorithms

see [46].

Algorithm 1 Map reduce description

Input:
sampler : f -+ t -÷ d is a user defined function which produces a stream of data
sampled at frequency f Hz for t seconds
mapper : d-*(k,v) is a user defined function which takes a stream of data pro-
duced by sampler and returns a key value pair
reducer : k-[v]-+v is a user defined function which takes a key and a list of
associated values and returns a value
samplenodes : [n] is a user specified list of nodes at which to sample data

Define:
map: (a -+ b) -÷ [a] -÷ [b] is a higher order function which applies a given function
to a list and returns the results in a list with the same order
groupbykey:[(k,v)]-[(k,[v])] takes a list of key value pairs and returns a list of
tuples where each tuple is a combination of a unique key, and the list of all values
which share this key.

1: function MAPREDUCE(sampler, mapper, reducer, samplenodes)
2: streams <- map(sampler, samplenodes)

3: kvs <- map(mapper, streams)

4: shuf fled +- groupbykey(kvs)
5: result <- map(reducer, shuffled)
6: return result

As described in Algorithm 1, to submit and execute a new monitoring job, a user

of the system must specify the following: 1) a sampler function, which samples data

from a sensor interface on the node and returns a stream of this data. 2) A mapper

function, which takes the output of the sampler function as an argument, performs a

transformation, and yields a result in the form of one or more key-value pairs. 3) A

reducer function, which takes a key, and a list of values as arguments, and returns a

final value to be returned to the user 4) A list of nodes at which to sample data using

the sampler function. 5) Optionally, a list of candidate nodes at which to execute

map functions and reduce functions. In the absence of specified map and reduce
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function locations, the system will default to executing map functions at the same

locations as the sampler functions, and executing reduce functions on the coordinator

node.In Chapter 3, and optimisation algorithm which autonomously assigns locations

to each map and reduce function will be described. Each sampler function executes

in parallel, at its specified node in the network. The mapper functions then operate

in parallel on the output of the sampling functions. These mapper functions yield

key-value pairs which are routed to a reduce node based on their key, such that all

key-value pairs sharing the same key are sent to the same reduce node. Finally, the

reduce function is executed in parallel on each key and its associated list of values, and

the results of the reduce functions are returned to the user. The intermediate shuffling

step which occurs between the map step and the reduce step groups key-value pairs

resulting from the map step by their key, sending all pairs with matching keys to the

same reducer. This grouping is achieved by means of a partitioning function. The

simplest choice of partitioner, which is utilised in our implementation, is to compute

the hash of the key, modulo the number of reduce nodes, thereby providing the index

of the destination reduce node. Other partition functions are possible, but functions

which result in an uneven distribution of keys to reduce nodes may impact the overall

performance of the system.

2.3.1 Example problem

To demonstrate how users of our system can implement monitoring jobs, we will

describe a simple example in this section, and provide working python code which

runs this example job if submitted to the system. In this example, we sample triaxial

acceleration data at three locations in the network, and identify, for each axis, which

location of the three recorded the peak acceleration value. This job can be expressed

with the following python code.
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Code example 2.1: Framework code example

class SenseReduce:

def __init__ ( self ):

self.sensenodes = [[1] ,12 1311

self .mapnodes = [[1] ,[21 ,[311

self . reducenodes = [5 ,[0]]

self.every 3600 #sec 1 hour

self .repeat 12 #12 times

def sampler (self ,node ):

ace = yield from node.accel(f=100,t=2)

#sample 2 seconds of accelerometer data

#at 100 Hz

return (node.ID, acc)

#the sampling nodes id and the trixial data

def mapper(self ,node,data):

nodeid , ace = data#unpack id and sensor data

absmax = lambda x: max(min(x), max(x), key=abs)

#absmax(/-3,1])->-3, absmax([6,2])- >6

peakbyaxis = {ax:absmax(meas) for ax, meas

in acc. items( }

#peakbyaxis -> {'x ':1.5, 'y ':-1.2, 'z ':0.8]

for ax, peak in peakbyaxis:

yield (ax, (nodeid , peak))

# e.g. ('x ':(1, -1.2))

def reducer(selfnodek,vs):

peaklocation = max(vs , key=lambda x: x[ii)

yield (k, peaklocation)

Figure 2-2 demonstrates the job as a dataflow graph, where vertices represent sam-

pling, mapping and reducing tasks, and edges between these vertices demonstrate

the flow of data between these tasks.The sampler function in this job samples 2 sec-

onds of data at 100Hz, and returns a tuple of its node id, and the data, which is

in the form of a dictionary, with x, y, and z fields, associated with arrays of time

series measurements. The mapper function finds the value of the peak acceleration

for each axis, and yields three key-value pairs, with the axis letter as the key. The
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values are a tuple of the sampling location id, and the peak value observed. These

key-value pairs are shuffled such that all matching keys are sent to the same reduce

task: Here notice that key-value pairs with 'x' and 'y' keys are sent to the Ro reduce

task, executed on node 5, and key-value pairs with 'z' keys are sent to the R1 reduce

task, executed on node 0. Although there are only two reduce task locations, there

are three unique keys, and so the first reduce task will execute two reduce functions.

The reduce functions then operate on unique keys and their associated list of values.

In this example, acceleration axis is the key, and is associated with a list of tuples

of sampling location id and peak acceleration, which correspond to this axis. The

reduce functions compute the tuples with the largest peak value, and return them to

the user, with a key denoting the axis. In Figure 2-2, it's assumed the peak x and z

axis accelerations occur at node 3, and the peak y axis occurs at node 1.

Note in this example that each task is assigned exactly one node in the network for

execution. In Chapter 3, we will describe how this system can be extended, to allow

specification of a set of candidate nodes, for each task, from which the optimal node

is chosen. Note also that there are two parameters, 'repeat' and 'every', which allow

this job to be scheduled on a recurring basis. If specified, the job will run 'repeat'

number of times, with an interval of 'every' seconds between runs.

2.4 Implementation details

2.4.1 Node level multitasking

Wireless smart sensing applications require sensor node platforms, for example the

iMote2 [79], and Narada [43], which are capable of sampling, processing and transmit-

ting sensor data, coordinating with other nodes, managing power consumption, and

many other tasks. To coordinate and schedule these tasks, a (typically lightweight)

operating system is required. One common choice for SHM applications is TinyOS

[48]. TinyOS is an event-driven, cooperative task scheduler. Two modes of execution

are available in TinyOS: tasks, and interrupts. Tasks are maintained in a first in
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Figure 2-2: Executing the code in example 2.3.1 results in the following flow of data
from sampling to map to reduce tasks. The output of map tasks is shuffled and sorted
by key, so that all similar keys are sent to the same reduce task.
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first out (FIFO) queue, where they are then executed by the operating system in or-

der. Interrupts can preempt tasks, and have an associated interrupt service routine,

or handler. Because tasks are expected to be non-blocking in TinyOS to maintain

concurrency, implementing complex or long-running logic is usually achieved by com-

bining event handlers.

In [92], Wang et al describe a two-threaded concurrency model which allows the

use of timer interrupts to pause and then resume an executing task, and demonstrate

its efficacy in achieving real-time continuous data collection in a sensor network de-

ployed on the Geumdang Bridge, South Korea. The concurrency model described is

conceptually similar to that of TinyOS.

In [411, Kane et al, present the development of the Martlet sensor board, which

utilises a dual core processor, with one core responsible for data processing and control

operations, while the other core is dedicated to data acquisition, signal conditioning,

communication and other typical sensor node operations. Linderman et al [49], devel-

oped a real time data acquisition framework on top of TinyOS. This is not achieved

using a real-time operating system (which TinyOS is not), but rather by analysing

required processing and send times, and using timer interrupts to precisely schedule

communication slots in a TDMA scheme. In contrast, Fu et al [27], propose the

use of FreeRTOS[27], as the underlying sensor node operating system. FreeRTOS is

a preemptively scheduled, real time operating system, commonly used in industrial

process control systems, and other applications requiring hard real time guarantees.

In addition to providing well defined time constraints on tasks, the use of a RTOS

in [271, also provides the convenience of over-the-air reprogramming of sensor nodes,

which the authors state "is a significant benefit for SHM application".

The STONE system presented in [25], which is built on top of TinyOS, allows both

an execution mode and a configuration mode. In configuration mode, the parameters

of monitoring tasks can be specified by the user. These parameters include sampling

rates, which processing steps from the available library to apply to sampled data, and

task on and off times. Once in execution mode, these monitoring tasks are executed

by the node scheduler. The system can then re-enter configuration mode by waiting
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for any executing tasks to finish, and removing any future tasks from the queue.

Among the drawbacks of TinyOS, and other event based cooperative schedulers

used for structural health monitoring nodes, which are mentioned as challenges or

motivation in the literature are 1) that this concurrency model and use of NesC

programming language creates a significant intellectual burden for the application

programmer. 2) that the lack of any concept of priority in the task queue can lead to

important tasks being delayed by less important tasks. 3) That the static nature of

compiled TinyOS applications limits the flexibility of wireless sensor networks, com-

pared to wired. 4) That the cooperative nature of TinyOS makes it challenging to

achieve real-time performance. In this work, we implement a cooperatively scheduled

coroutine based concurrency model using MicroPython[291, and the asyncio library,

which our distributed computing framework for structural health monitoring is then

built on top of. MicroPython is a free and open source, Python compiler and run-time

which runs on microcontrollers with as little as 16kB of RAM. Choosing MicroPy-

thon alleviates the need for complicated reprogramming or reconfiguration steps: Our

framework simply receives jobs specified in Python code over the radio, and executes

these jobs in the framework on-the-fly, without stopping the scheduler or modifying

the underlying program in any way.

The coroutine based concurrency model allows for tasks to be easily paused and

resumed, and so eliminates the need for many callbacks that is typical of simple event-

based cooperative schedulers. Communication between coroutine tasks is achieved

using queues, and a producer-consumer pattern. Although callbacks are not typical

in this model, reader and writer callbacks for serial interfaces can be registered on the

event loop, which then efficiently polls the interface for read or write availability. A

priority queue is used for task scheduling, rather than a FIFO queue, which allows for

more control over execution order. Because this concurrency model is still cooperative

in nature, our system does not address any real-time concerns, and is not at present

suitable for applications which have real time requirements.

Important coroutine tasks in our framework include: Reading messages from ra-

dio, placing jobs received over radio on the queue, executing queued jobs, triggering
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sensor collects, reading available sensor data, sending data over radio, awaiting send

acknowledgments, and managing intermittent sleep cycles. Figure 2-3, shows a sim-

plified model of how coroutine tasks are concurrently executed.

CSD

CPU usage

Scheduler
Yield to has control

Queue scheduler

f(x), ts e
SEND

Send
latency

Figure 2-3: The coroutine based concurrency model for multitasking is illustrated
in this figure. Each node switches between tasks such as reading sensor data, and
reading radio messages.

2.4.2 Computational library

To aid implementation of sophisticated monitoring methodologies in our framework,

we have developed a library of useful signal processing and scientific computing al-

gorithms, which can be called from user specified map and reduce functions. In

particular, we have implemented these algorithms with two goals in mind: avoiding

excessive blocking of the event loop, and minimising the amount of RAM used in com-

putation. It should be noted that in addition to the algorithms outlined below, the

underlying micropython interpreter also provides many convenience functions (sum,

max, min, etc.) which are useful in processing sensor data.

" Matrix-vector multiplication

" Vector Li norm computation

" Vector L2 norm computation
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. Vector normalisation

" Matrix multiplication

" Matrix transpose

" Eigenvalue decomposition

" Matrix inversion, using eigenvalue decomposition

" Fast fourier transformation, using radix2 algorithm

" Lasso, using coordinate descent algorithm

2.4.3 Message passing

Reliable passing of messages between nodes is a necessity for robust execution of

monitoring jobs in the framework developed in this paper. There are, in general, three

different strategies for message passing in distributed systems. The simplest strategy

is at-most-once message passing, where messages are sent in a fire and forget manner,

with no guarantee of delivery. This is dubbed at-most-once for obvious reasons;

messages arrive at their destination either once or not at all. For the purposes of

the system presented in this paper, at-most-once message passing is insufficient. In

particular, without any acknowledgement of whether a message has been successfully

sent or not, it is possible that incomplete results may be returned to users without any

warning. In exactly-once message passing, messages are guaranteed to be delivered,

without any duplicates. If successfully implemented, this strategy greatly simplifies

application logic, removing the need to correctly handle duplicated messages, and

guaranteeing against lost messages. However, this strategy typically incurs very high

performance costs, and in practice is very difficult to achieve.

In at-least-once message passing, messages are sent, and retried until an acknowl-

edgment is received, meaning that messages are often duplicated, but never silently

lost. When adopting the at-least-once approach, care must be taken to ensure du-

plicate messages do not have unexpected adverse effects. Nonetheless, this strategy
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is easier to implement than the exactly-once approach, without the dangerous silent

failures of the at-most-once approach.

Node to node communication in our system is implemented with the at-least-once

strategy. The message sending task in our system consumes messages from a message

queue and sends them over serial port to the radio. A separate task caches sent

messages until a failure, success, or timeout occurs. Messages which fail or timeout

are then re-queued for sending. To accommodate this message passing scheme, we

adopt the principle of idempotency: Any subsequent receptions of the same message

have no additional effect on the system.

2.4.4 Fault tolerance

Although the at-least-once message passing scheme does guarantee eventual delivery

of messages if possible, occasionally nodes lose communication with the network,

which may cause monitoring jobs to hang until communication is restored. Rather

than let this occur, consuming valuable energy resources, we instead implement a

timeout on each subtask in the job. Tasks receiving data from parents in the dataflow

graph wait for a specific timeout period for data from each parent, before throwing

a timeout error. A key value pair, which contains an error code as the key, and the

text of the timeout error, along with the id of the associated parent task, as the value

then acts as the received data.

Thus, any task in the graph can either pass a successful result, or an failure

message to its child task. Errors thrown during execution of tasks, for example

memory allocation failures, or errors thrown as a result of bugs in user-specified code,

are handled in the same way. If a parent task's computation is successful and is

sent within the timeout period, the result is received by the child task. If either the

computation fails, or the communication times out, the child task receives an error

message.

Any received error messages are simply propagated through the dataflow graph

and returned to the user along with valid results. Error results take the form of a

key-value pair, with an error code as the key. Errors arising from the sampling layer
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are passed through the map layer unaltered. Thus any errors arriving at the reduce

layer are grouped by the error code key, and sent to their own reduce task, separate

from non-error key value pairs. This allows for successful execution of as much of

job as possible, with transparent handling of any errors. A flowchart of this error

handling strategy is illustrated in detail in Figure 2-4, which shows how errors and

successes are propagated in tandem through the dataflow graph.

2.5 Summary and conclusions

In this chapter, a novel computational framework for wireless smart sensing is de-

veloped and presented. This framework allows users of a wireless sensor network to

dynamically specify monitoring application logic in a high-level MapReduce style, to

be executed in a distributed fashion in the network. This framework enables users

to quickly develop distributed sensing applications which utilise the computational

resources of the network. Users can conveniently specify their jobs in Python code,

and submit them remotely via the internet. Once submitted, users application logic

is pushed to individual devices in the wireless sensor network and executed, and the

results are collected and logged to a database where they can then be accessed by

users.

This computational framework is enabled by developing a comprehensive com-

bined hardware-software system, allowing connection from a client application to a

gateway web server which coordinates network behaviour, disseminates monitoring

jobs to the sensor network, and collects and stores the resulting returned data. De-

tailed description of the software architecture of the gateway web server is provided

in this chapter. A novel node level scheduling system is additionally developed, which

allows for in-network execution of data processing logic. This system, which is built

on the MicroPython compiler and environment, uses a lightweight coroutine based co-

operative scheduling model to provide the necessary multitasking capability to enable

the framework. Careful consideration of fault tolerance is given in the development of

the computational framework and the node-level firmware on which it depends. Ex-
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ceptions arising from errors in user-defined jobs, from communication timeouts and

other sources are propagated transparently back to the user, easing debugging and

mitigating the effect of errors on the overall system performance.

The proposed computational framework adopts an autonomous approach to node-

to-node coordination: Regardless of the specific execution logic provided by the user,

each job contains a set of sampling tasks, mapping tasks and reducing tasks. The

flow of data between each of these tasks is well defined and so can be coordinated

automously by the system, rather than manually specified by the user. In this chap-

ter we have assumed that the location at which each of these subtasks is executed is

either chosen by the user, or reverts to a default value. An extension to this system

will be developed in the following chapter, which allows for autonomous assignment

of tasks to sensor node locations, such that the overall power consumed by each job

is minimised, even under varying environmental conditions. In Chapter 4, compre-

hensive experimental validation and demonstration of this extended system will be

provided.
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Chapter 3

An integer linear programming

approach for energy efficient smart

sensing.

Smart sensing systems for SHM often adopt parallel processing patterns to facilitate

the in-network computation of global properties. Enforcing a specific pattern allows

for cooordination and control logic to be standardised and autonomously carried out

by the system itself. Modelling and optimising the execution of these in-network com-

putations is also made possible by a standardised framework for parallel processing.

In particular, execution location choice can have a significant impact on the overall

efficiency of smart sensing systems. By decomposing computations into subtasks,

each of which can be allocated to a specific node in network, an assignment prob-

lem can be formulated and solved to minimise the total cost of execution. In this

chapter, we formulate an integer linear programming approach to optimally executing

computational jobs specified in the framework proposed in Chapter 2.

Many previous studies [52], [51], [84] have highlighted the potential benefit of

adopting a fully decentralised approach where computation is performed exclusively

by leaf nodes. Although it is often the case that executing tasks on leaf nodes is

advantageous, this is not universally true, and depends on the nature of the task and

the properties of the network.
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Previous studies which utilise a fully decentralised strategy, with no node to node

coordination, have considered dividing subtasks between low power leaf nodes in the

network, and the powered server node, in order to improve performance. In [96] and

[25], partitioning of jobs is manually controlled by the user, and is reconfigurable.

Manual control of partitioning allows users to assign computationally intensive sub-

tasks, which do not reduce transmission volumes to the backend server, while subtasks

that are relatively cheap, and significantly reduce transmission volumes can be per-

formed by the leaf node.

Newton et al [70], propose an automated solution to partitioning which solves an

integer program to minimise a weighted sum of computational and communication

costs, subject to a budget on total leaf node CPU and network communication capac-

ity. To formulate this problem, operators in a streaming dataflow graph are profiled,

to understand their computational and communication costs on typical dummy data.

The final result is an assignment for each operator to either server or node.

Zimmerman et al [1011 propose an adaptive, market-based algorithm which allows

nodes in the network to opt in or out of computational tasks based on their expected

utility. This approach allows the solution to vary depending on the network topology

and node characteristics. This approach is demonstrated using a decentralised fre-

quency domain decomposition scheme in [101]. In [1011, sensor nodes bid to become

"buyers", meaning they assume the responsibilities of collecting data and performing

computation, or "sellers", meaning they offload their data to a buyer node. Each

node calculates the gain in utility associated with adding a seller to its cluster, based

on the quality of the communication link with the prospective seller, the expected

gain in modal assurance criteria by adding data from the seller, and the increase in

computational and storage burden. Sellers conversely, calculate the expected gain in

utility they can achieve, based solely on the reliability of the link with the prospective

buyer. The auction begins by randomly assigning one node to be the root node, and

therefore the first buyer. At each step in this auction, all buyers contact any node

which have not been added to the computational tree (sellers) and then receive util-

ity estimates from each one. The buyers then compute the total utility gain for each
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potential transaction, and propagate this value through the tree to the root node.

Once the root node has collected utility estimates for all transactions, it chooses the

highest utility transaction and notifies the buyer in this transaction to proceed. This

process is repeated until all nodes in the network have been added to the tree.

Similarly to [70], we model jobs as a directed acyclic graph, with vertices repre-

senting data processing operations (subtasks), and edges representing the flow of data

between operations. We profile these jobs to estimate the computational load of each

vertex in the graph, and the communication volume of each edge. We additionally

collect network statistics which describe the computational capability and communi-

cation capacity of each node in the wireless sensor network, in real time. Combining

these, we solve an integer program which explicitly minimises the total time cost of

the job, and assigns each subtask in the DAG to a specific node in the network, or to

the server sink node.

In comparison to the automatic partitioning scheme proposed in [70], our opti-

misation solves explicitly for the time cost of the job, is performed automatically for

every job submitted to the network, and because near real time network statistics

are incorporated, it adapts to changing network performance. Our centralised ap-

proach to execution optimisation is contrasted with the decentralised market-based

optimisation proposed in [101]. The auction procedure described in [101] requires

many messages to be passed between nodes before the final execution plan is decided.

In our approach, the overhead associated with optimisation is shifted mainly to the

backend server, rather than the more energy constrained sensor nodes. Unlike Zim-

merman and Lynch [101], this does require the presence of a centralised server, and

cannot be executed in a decentralised way.

3.1 Job profiling

. Monitoring jobs specified in our computational framework are modeled as directed

acyclic graphs, where each computational task corresponds with a vertex in the graph,

and the flow of data between these computational tasks corresponds with the edges
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Figure 3-1: Submitted MapReduce jobs are modelled as a directed acyclic graph,
and profiled to obtain an estimate of the computational burden of each subtask in
the DAG, as well as the volume of data required to be transmitted between these
subtasks.

of this graph. When a job is submitted, it is profiled by gateway server, to obtain an

estimate of the computational burden of each node in the DAG, and of the volume

of data to be transmitted on each edge. Shown in Figure 3-1 is an example graphical

representation of the output of this profiling operation. This is similar to the approach

of Newton et al [70]. This information is then used as an input to the optimisation

engine which assigns computational tasks to nodes in the network.

3.2 Tracking network performance

The continuous collection of relevant network characteristics is a critical aspect of

the extended system described in this chapter. We collect near real time information

on the processing speeds of nodes in the network, and the communication speed of

links between these nodes. This allows the system to generate an execution plan that

adapts to the characteristics of the network. For example, if processing speeds are

very low, but communication speed is very high, it is relatively less advantageous to

carry out computation on the edges of the network. Conversely if processing speeds
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are relatively high, but communication is very slow (as is often the case), it may be

more advantageous to utilise the computing capability of the devices in the network.

The network is also periodically polled for communication strength statistics. The

result of this polling is a graph representation of the network, with edge weights given

by the received strength signal indicator (RSSI) in dB. Typical values of RSSI range

from -40dB to -100dB. We first convert this RSSI value to a probability of individual

message success using a sigmoid function, similarly to Zimmerman and Lynch 1101]:

1 - Pf p
ps - 1 + C-0.2.(70+RSSI) (3.1)

where pfp is the probability of an individual message failing even when signal strength

is near perfect. This model assumes that message failure is uncorrelated temporally,

which is likely inaccurate, but greatly simplifying. Using Eq 3.1 we can calculate the

expected number of required attempts to successfully transmit one message:

n = - (3.2)
PS

Assuming a number of bytes per message, bpmr, which is 100, and a time per message

tpm, which is approximately 200ms, we can calculate the number of bytes per second:

bps = bpm (3.3)
n - tpm

Applying Eq 3.3 we can calculate the bytes/second for each given link in the network

graph. However, the reported graph contains RSSI values only for pairs of nodes

which are immediate neighbours, so to estimate the communication speed for multi-

hop routes, we first invert our values to obtain seconds/byte, and then apply a shortest

path algorithm, for example Dijkstra's algorithm or the Floyd-Warshall algorithm

[18], [211. The result is a pseudo connected graph where every pair of nodes in the

network is attributed an estimate of the number of seconds taken per byte to be sent.
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3.3 Integer program formulation

Let G be the fully connected graph of the sensor network where S is the set of nodes in

the network, and E is the set of edges. Elements of the set E are tuples of nodes (n, m)

where n, m E S. We will also refer to elements of the set as enm interchangeably. The

communication strength between node n and node m, is obtained through tracking,

and given by the function in Equation 3.4, while the estimated speed of node n is

denoted sp(s.) as per Equation 3.5.

bw(enm) where bw : E --+ R (3.4)

Sp(Sn) where sp: S -- R (3.5)

By profiling submitted jobs, we can estimate the computational load of each task in

the dataflow graph representation of the job, and the volume of data to be trans-

mitted between tasks. We denote this DAG as Al, with T being the set of vertices,

corresponding with tasks in the job, and D the set of edges between tasks. Each task

vertex ti E T has an associated computational weight given by:

w(ti) where w : T -* R (3.6)

Also let the function defining the volume of data to be transmitted along any edge

dij E D be given by:

v(dij) where v : D -+ R (3.7)

Additionally, each task ti E T occurs at a given layer in the graph M, where the layer

number, or the depth, is denoted:

l(ti) where 1 : D -+ {0, 1, 2, 3} (3.8)

If a sensor node sn E S is allocated to each task ti E T, the total execution

time for the DAG can then be calculated, by scaling each task's computational load
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by the processor speed of the assigned sensor node, and each edge's communication

load by the link strength between the sensor nodes assigned to the vertices at either

end of the edge. This allocation of sensor nodes to tasks in the DAG is termed

an execution plan. We aim to find the optimal execution plan: The allocation

of sensor nodes to tasks in the DAG which has the lowest total execution seconds,

summed across all assigned sensor nodes. We formulate this problem as an integer

linear programming problem, as the brute force solution quickly becomes intractable

as the set of candidate nodes and the network size grows.

For each task in the DAG we specify a set of candidate nodes, which are eligible

to be assigned to this task. Typically, the sampling tasks in the layer zero of the

DAG, will each have only a singleton set of eligible nodes; sampling of sensor data is

required to be carried out at a specific sensor node in the network. This also allows

the user to manually reduce the size of the integer linear program by specifying logical

candidate nodes for each task.

Vtj c T let Ct, c S (3.9)

In our integer programming formulation, each edge dij E D has a set of associated

dummy variables Aij, each of which represent the assignment (or not) of the parent

vertex and child vertex of this edge to a pair of sensor nodes:

Vdij E D let Aij = {(dij, s,s) E dij x Cxi x Cg} (3.10)

where sp E Cti, s, E Ctj

Given this set of dummy variables for each edge, we now define a function giving the

processing cost for each dummy variable in the set:

W(ti)
y((di), sp, s,) = (3.11)

where w(ti) is the computational load of task ti,and sp(sp) is the computing speed

of sensor s,. In addition to processing cost, we define the transmission cost for each
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dummy variable:

v(dij)
-yt(dij, sp, sc) =_ (3.12)

bw(sp, s,)

where vdij) is the volume of data to be transmitted from task t2 to task tj, and

bw(sp, sc) is the estimated bandwidth between sensor node sp and sensor node sc.

Combining Eq. 3.11 and Eq. 3.12, we can calculate the total cost for each dummy

variable as:

-y(dij, s,, sc) = -I (dij, sp, s.) + yp(dij, sp, sc) (3.13)

Tht total cost of all dummy variables in the in the set Aij, corresponding with a given

edge dij, can now be expressed by combining Eq 3.10 and Eq 3.13:

Cost(dij) = a - -(a) (3.14)
aEAij

To ensure that the integer program logically corresponds to the task allocation prob-

lem we need to add constraints to satisfy two criteria: Edge uniqueness, and vertex

consistency.

Edge uniqueness

For each edge in the graph to be assigned uniquely to one parent node and one child

node, we need to ensure that for each edge dij E D only one corresponding dummy

variable in the set Aij is given a value of one. We can express this as a simple linear

constraint that requires that for each edge, the sum of associated dummy variables

equals exactly one.

VdijG E D a = 1 (3.15)
aG Aij

Vertex consistency

For each pair of edges that are connected by a common vertex tj E T, the assigned

child sensor node of the incoming edge must be the same as the assigned parent node

of the outgoing edge. If this condition is not enforced, the computational task associ-
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Figure 3-2: Illustration of a DAG vertex where the incoming alpha has an assigned
child node which is inconsistent with the parent node of the outgoing alpha

ated with the common vertex will be simultaneously assigned to two different sensor

nodes. This dilemma is illustrated in Figure 3-2. Here an example subgraph of the

computational DAG is shown, with two dummy variables which would violate ver-

tex consistency. Here the dummy variable associated with the edge (SO, MO) dictates

that the child task MO is assigned to sensor 3, while the dummy variable associated

with the edge MO, RO leads to the parent vertex, also MO, is assigned to sensor 4. To

ensure the logic of our optimization is sound we need to add linear constraints which

preclude the selection of any pairs of dummy variables which lead to inconsistent

vertex assignment, like the pair of dummy variables shown in Figure 3-2. This can be

achieved by finding all pairs of inconsistent dummy variables, and adding a mutual

exclusivity constraint to the integer linear program for each pair.

To formulate this mathematically, first let Ag be the union of all dummy variables

sets:

Ag =U{A 2ij Ii E D} (3.16)

For every task t, E T find the set int of dummy variables corresponding with the

incoming edge, and the set out, of dummy variables corresponding with the outgoing
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edge:

Vtj E T

int, = {a E Ag Iin(a, ti)}

where nin((dij , Sm), ti) -> i == t (3.17)

outi = {a E AgI ou (a, ti)}

where #0 u((dij, sn, sm), ti) - j == t

For a given task ti, we calculate the sets of dummy variables corresponding with the

incoming and outgoing edges respectively using Eq 3.16. We can now find the set of

pairs of dummy variables which are inconsistent: The assigned child of the incoming

edge is not the same as the assigned parent of the outgoing edge.

Vtj E T let Kt, = {(dij,8n, sm), (dik, S,, S) E int, X outIsc = Sq} (3.18)

For each of these inconsistent pairs of dummy variables we add a constraint to ensure

that the pair are mutually exclusive. This constraint can be enforced by requiring

that the sum of each mutually exclusive pair is less than or equal to zero: One or other

of the dummy variables can be chosen, but not both. Given the set of inconsistent

pairs for each vertex, the linear constraint ensuring mutually exclusivity is written as

follows:

V (a, a 2 ) E K (3.19)

al +a 2 <1

Bottleneck penalisation

Recall from Equation 3.8 that l(ti) describes which layer of the computational graph

a task is in. If two or more tasks in the same layer are assigned to the same sensor

node, this creates a bottleneck. Although our sensor node firmware enables concur-

rent execution of tasks, there is still a performance penalty in this scenario. If two

parent nodes attempt to transmit data to the same child node, the time required

for successful transmission will be approximately doubled, compared to transmission

to two distinct child nodes with equivalent wireless connectivity. Before an acknowl-
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Figure 3-3: Illustration of a DAG vertex where the incoming alpha has an assigned
child node which is inconsistent with the parent node of the outgoing alpha

edgement is received by a transmitting node, the message must be read over the serial

connection between the radio and microcontroller. If the receiving node is receiving

from two nodes simultaneously, the receipt of an acknowledgement will be delayed.

To account for this, we introduce a bottleneck penalty which discourages solutions

which assign tasks in the same layer to the same nodes. Illustrated in Figure 3-3 is an

example of an execution plan which includes two dummy variables in the same layer

whose assigned child node is the same.. Task MO and M1 are both assigned to node 3

if the two dummy variables are shown, creating the bottleneck. To account for this,

an additional integer dummy variable is added for each pair of dummy variables, a.

and a2 which create a bottleneck. This bottleneck dummy variable is associated with

a penalisation cost, and added to the cost function of the integer linear program.

Corresponding constraints are also added to the linear program to constrain the

bottleneck dummy variable to be a logical and of the two original dummy variables

a 1 and &2-

Recall that each dummy variable a is associated with a triple (di, s sc), where

dij is an edge in M, the computational DAG, sp and s, are the nodes assigned to the

parent and child tasks of dij respectively. To add this bottleneck penalty, we create
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bottleneck dummy variables bai,,2 E B, each one corresponding with a pair of dummy

variables (al, a2) E Ag x A9 for which the layer of the child tasks is equal, and the

child node assignments are equal:

V (ai, a2 ) E

(dij, sr1, sci), (dnm, sp2, Sc2) E Ag x Ag|
(3.20)

l(tj) == l(tm) A sci == sci

, 

bale2

Each of these bottleneck dummy variables can be constrained to be a logical and

of its associated pair of assignment dummy variables, by adding the following three

constraints to the integer linear program for each bottleneck dummy variable:

V bal,a2 E B

b > al + a2

b < al (3.21)

b < a2

By imposing these three constraints,the binary bottleneck dummy variables are re-

quired to take a value of 1 when both of the associated assignment variables are 1, but

a value of 0 otherwise. Finally, for each bottleneck dummy variable the associated

cost is given by:

40(bu,, 2) = min (-It(a 1), yt(a2)) (3.22)

where -I is a function giving the transmission cost for an assignment dummy variable.

Here, the penalty cost for a bottleneck between two assignment variables which share

a common child node at the same level, is the lesser of the two communication costs.

Consider a bottleneck occurring between two edges, one with a large transmission

cost, and one with a much smaller transmission cost. It follows logically that the
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bottleneck penalty in this situation should be the lesser of these costs; once the edge

with the smaller communication cost has successfully transmitted data, there will be

no slowdown of the other tasks transmission.

Combining the cost function definition from Eq 3.13, with vertex consistency

constraints from Eq 3.18, edge uniqueness constraints and bottleneck penalties, we

define the integer linear program as:

a =arg min Z-y(a) + b' - (b)
diED aE Aij ba1, a2

subject toV di E D

a = 1
ocGAij

andV ti E T

V (x, y) E Kt, (3.23)

x+y<1

and V b 1 ,,2

b > al +a2

b < al

b < oz2

3.4 Extended system architecure

The system architecture shown in Figure 2-1 is adapted to incorporate the optimisa-

tion step described in this chapter. This extended system is illustrated in Figure 3-4.

The gateway server in this extended scheme assumes the additional responsibility of

intermittently polling the sensor network for communication strength and processor

speeds statistics, and storing these statistics in the database. When requests are re-

ceived by the HTTP server, the source code associated with the request, as well as

the most recent network statistics, are sent via a POST request to a separate HTTP

server which is responsible for the optimisation step. The provided source code is

then profiled, and combined with the network statistics to formulate the integer lin-
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ear program. The solution of this program is an assignment of each map and reduce

subtask to a node in the network. A response to the initial POST request is then

sent, with the submitted source code modified to reflect the optimal assignments.

The modified source code is then submitted to the network via the coordinator node,

executed and results returned as described previously in Chapter 2.

3.5 Summary and Conclusions

This chapter extends the system described in Chapter 2, by developing a resource

allocation algorithm which minimises the cost of executing smart sensing tasks within

this system.

These sensing tasks are first profiled, to estimate their computational and commu-

nication burden. Near real time network statistics are collected to help estimate the

communication and processing performance of sensor nodes in the network. Combin-

ing the network statistics and cost profile, an integer linear program is formulate to

optimally assign computational subtasks to nodes in the network. Critically, the opti-

mal solution depends both on the current state of the network, and on the submitted

methodology.

Because network statistics are incorporated, execution plans can be adapted to

avoid using low performance communication links, or processors with limited pro-

cessing capabilities. Job profiling enables adaptability to the specific characteristics

of the acquisition and processing methodology. This is especially important in this

work, as the system described in Chapter 2 is highly reconfigurable, allowing almost

arbitrary processing logic to be submitted by users. The optimisation step ensures

that a) the cost of executing these user-specified tasks is minimised, and b) it is ex-

plicitly estimated, allowing the system to provide warnings when submitted jobs are

expected to consume excessive energy.

The job profiling, network tracking and integer programming components are all

incorporated into the system architecture desribed in Chapter 2, allowing for the

system to autonomously perform the optimisation step. In the next chapter, the
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performance of this system will be tested and validated on a real life sensor network

deployment on a steel frame test structure.
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Chapter 4

Case study: Sensor system

deployment on a real steel structure.

In Chapter 2, a new framework for distributed in-network processing of vibration

sensing data was introduced. This framework allows for application logic to be dy-

namically updated by users of the system, and then autonomously executes this

user-specified processing logic. Chapter 3 extends this framework with an optimisa-

tion engine which assigns processing subtasks to sensor nodes in the network such

that the total time taken by the processing task is minimised. In this Chapter 4,

we will demonstrate the performance of this system in the field, by instrumenting an

experimental steel structure, and implementing typical SHM methodologies using the

proposed framework.

4.1 Description of the structure

A case study demonstration of the proposed system was carried out an experimental

steel tower structure located in Woburn, Massachusetts. This steel tower was con-

structed as a test bed for SHM and damage detection algorithm development and

validation, which is described in detail by Ghazi [601. This structure, a re-purposed

cell antenna tower, is 19' 11" tall, with a 6' 11" square footprint, and is comprised

primary of L-shaped steel elements, with bolted connections. A schematic of this
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perilIental steel tower showing location of sensor nodes,

braced frame steel tower is shown in Figure 4-1.

4.2 Sensor node details

The tower is equipped with 24 wireless sensor node prototypes, as well as 2 electron-

ically controlled shakers, capable of exciting the structure programmatically. The

sensor node prototypes on this structure each contain a Toradex Colibri iMX6 pro-

cessing core, a XBee series 1 radio which utilises the DigiMesh protocol, an STMicro

LIS344ALH triaxial MEMS accelerometer, with a sampling rate of 2000 Hz, and an

additional dedicated 32 bit Atmel SAMD10 microcontroller which is responsible for

signal conditioning and analog to digital conversion of the acceleration signals. The

processing core, radio, and microcontroller are all housed in a weather-proof con-

tainer, as shown on the left side of Figure 4-2 below, which connects via a short

external cable to a separate, smaller unit, housing the accelerometer itself, shown

on the right side of Figure 4-2. Both the radio and the microcontroller connect to

the processing core via universal Asynchronous Receiver-Transmitter (UART). These

prototype nodes can be powered either via a power over ethernet connection, or a 5v
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Figure 4-2: Assembly details of the node enclosure (left) and accelerometer enclosure
(right) used to instrument the experimental steel tower.(Credit to Shell Techworks)

battery power source. Photographs of the instrumented steel tower testbed during

testing, as well of the node and accelerometer enclosures are shown in Figure 4-3

4.3 System setup

As described in Figure 3-4, the implementation of the smart sensing system proposed

in this work requires a HTTP server and database, a gateway websocket server for the

sensor network/ internet interface, and an integer program solver. In the case studies
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mented steel tower on site dur- proofed node assembly, and the the node assembly show-
ing testing. separate accelerometer assembly ing the Toradex Colibri

connected by an external cable. processing core, and the
XBee radio module.

Figure 4-3: Photographs of the instrumented steel tower on site during testing, and
closeups of the node and accelerometer enclosures used on the tower.

carried out in this Chapter, both the HTTP server and database, and the optimisation

engine, are hosted remotely on Amazon Web Services (AWS). A laptop computer with

an ethernet connection, and a connected XBee radio is used to run the gateway node,

and is located on site in a trailer located approximately 20 feet from the steel tower.

The gateway node, disseminates jobs received from the HTTP server to other nodes,

and then collects the results of these executed jobs and returns them to the HTTP

server where they are stored in the database. To enable the optimisation algorithm

described in Chapter 3, it also schedules the collection of network statistics describing

each node's connectivity and processing capability. In the experiments conducted in

this Chapter, the gateway node transmits a request to each node in the network every

5 minutes. This request prompts each node to report their current RSSI values with

each other node, and to run a diagnostic test which computes the FFT of a sequence

of dummy data and report the time taken to complete this computation.
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Figure 4-4: Comparison of predicted and observed probability of message failure for

varying values of received signal strength indicator (RSSI).

4.4 Experiments

The optimisation algorithm described in Chapter 3 adapts execution plans according

to the profile of the user-specified application logic, as well as the expected processing

and communication capability of each node in the network. Requests from the gate-

way node prompt nodes to report their communication capability in terms of RSSI

values, and the optimisation algorithm uses a sigmoid model which predicts message

failure rates based on these RSSI values. The first experimented conducted inves-

tigates the accuracy of this sigmoid model in real experimental conditions. Figure

4-4 shows experimentally obtained message failure rates at various different observed

RSSI values throughout this experiment. Plotted alongside these experimental ob-

servations are predicted values according to the model described in Equation 3.1.
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4.4.1 Single node

To demonstrate the adaptability of our proposed optimisation scheme to variations in

node processing capability, we first conduct an experiment using a single node in the

network. In this experiment, the monitoring job specification requires the sampling of

uniaxial acceleration data at 2000 Hz, followed by the computation of the single-sided

FFT, rounded to 4 decimal places in the mapping step, and a simple no operation in

the reducing step.

The processing speed of the node is varied throughout this experiment in steps.

The optimisation algorithm is run at each step to decide whether to execute the

mapping step on the node, or on the server. In this experiment we denote the strategy

of computing the mapping step on board the node as the node strategy, and the

strategy of sampling at the node and computing the mapping step on the server, as

the server strategy. Figure 4-5, shows both experimentally observed total execution
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times, and predictions outputted from the integer programming solver, for varying

speeds of the node processor. The slowdown ratio describes the speed of the node

relative to it's maximal capability of 1.0, which is still considerably slower than the

server node (approximately 0.05 the speed).

At very low node processing speeds, the cost of computing the FFT on board

the node, and thereby shrinking the volume of data required to be transmitted, is

too high to make the node strategy worthwhile. As the speed of the node processor

increases, and the cost of computing the FFT decreases, the advantage gained in

reducing communication volume is realised. At the maximal node processing speed,

the node strategy is approximately 25 percent more efficient than the server strategy.

Good agreement between experimentally observed execution times, and predictions,

is shown at each step. Despite no change in application logic, the optimisation algo-

rithm adapts to changing node properties, and succeeds in recommending the optimal

strategy at each step.

While the application logic specified in this example is quite simple, and offers

only limited data reduction, this example demonstrates how the tracking of node

properties allows the optimisation algorithm to adapt to networks with heterogeneous

node processing capabilities.

4.4.2 8 node network

In this experiment, a more realistic structural health monitoring job is considered.

Here we analyse a sub network of 8 nodes on the steel tower, and implement the

frequency domain decomposition (FDD) [101 algorithm in our MapReduce framework.

A schematic representation of the implementation of the FDD algorithm is shown in

Figure 4-6. The job specification requires uniaxial acceleration data to be sampled

at 2000 Hz for 2 seconds in the sampling step. In the mapping step the FFT of this

time series is computed, and a key-value pair consisting of a zero key, and a value

tuple of the node id and the complex magnitude of the FFT at a specific frequency is

returned. Finally at the reducing step, a spectral matrix is formed from each nodes

frequency response value, and is decomposed to find the modeshape of the 8 node
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Figure 4-6: Implementation of the frequency domain decomposition algorithm within
the proposed distributed computing framework, showing the flow of data from sam-
pling, to computation of frequency amplitude at the map step, to assembly and
decomposition of the spectral matrix at the reduce step.

system. Computing the sensing and mapping steps at the same node likely results in

a large performance gain, when compared to computing the map step at the server:

The map step reduces the sampled time series from 4000 acceleration values to a single

complex valued frequency. It is less obvious where the reduce step, which involves

assembling an 8x8 spectral matrix, and performing the eigen-decomposition of this

matrix, should be executed. Surprisingly, as is shown in Figure 4-7, the optimal

node assignment for the reduce task is not the server node, but rather a leaf node

(node 21), which provides for roughly 50 percent more efficient total performance. As

in the previous experiment, the optimal strategy outputted by the integer program

outperforms all others, and predicted and experimentally observed execution times
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Figure 4-7: Comparison of how choice of reduce node effects total execution time for
frequency domain decomposition in an 8 node network, showing the predicted and
observed total execution times at the optimal chosen location, at the server node and
at the worst possible location.

match well. Note here that the total execution time is the sum of the time taken at

each node. Note also that not any leaf node will provide a performance improvement:

Choosing poorly (for example node 41), results in major performance penalties.

In Figure 4-8, a force-directed graph of the network connectivity is shown. Here

distance between nodes indicates poor wireless connectivity. Select values of RSSI

are shown. Examining this graph, we see that the poor connectivity of the server

node may explain why executing the reduce step of the FDD algorithm on a leaf node

offers better performance. The low degree and strength of connectivity of node 41

also may explain why it is a particularly poor choice in comparison to the optimal,

and well connected choice, of node 21.

This example demonstrates how the computational framework proposed in this

thesis can be used to easily specify common structural health monitoring methodolo-

gies. We also show how optimal assignment of tasks to nodes can yield non-obvious

results which significantly improve performance.
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Figure 4-8: A force directed graph visualisation of the topology of the 8 node network,
where node to node distance is inversely proportional to communication strength

4.4.3 24 node network

In this experiment we expand the previous eight node frequency domain decompo-

sition, to demonstrate the performance benefits of our system with increasing scale.

Here, we again wish to calculate modeshapes using frequency domain decomposition,

but in this experiment we consider all three axes of acceleration, for network sizes of

8, 16, and 24.

As the network size increases, the size of the spectral matrix in the FDD calcula-

tion becomes too large to fit in the limited memory of our sensor nodes. As in[101],

we adopt a decentralised frequency domain decomposition (DFDD) approach. Each

node in the network is assigned a neighborhood number from 1 to 4 (updated over

the air). There is an overlap of exactly one node between neighborhoods, i.e. 3 nodes

are assigned to 2 distinct neighborhoods each. The DFDD algorithm can then easily

be derived from the FDD algorithm described in the previous section. All that is re-
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Figure 4-9: Implementation of the decentralised frequency domain decomposition al-
gorithm, illustrating how the network is divided into overlapping neighborhoods, al-
lowing parallel estimation of modeshapes for each neighborhood which are ultimately
combined to return a noisy version of the full network modeshape.

quired is to modify the mapping function to emit key-value pairs where the key is the

neighborhood, and the value is, as before, a tuple of the node id and the FFT magni-

tude. Each reducer then operates in parallel to compute the spectral decomposition

for an individual neighborhood. The final result can be obtained by summation of the

individual neighborhood modeshape estimates, noting that each modeshape overlaps

with another at exactly one node. If the overlap is greater than one node, a least

squares approach can be adopted to reconcile the individual neighborhood mode-

shape estimates. A schematic representation of the decentralized frequency domain

decomposition algorithm is shown in Figure 4-9.

For each network size, the DFDD algorithm is compared to the FDD algorithm.
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Figure 4-10: Comparison of observed and predicted total execution times for cen-

tralised and decentralised frequency domain decomposition with increasing network
size. Error bars on observed values denote the ninety fifth percentile confidence in-
terval

For the DFDD algorithm, the location of the four reducers, one for each neighborhood,

is decided optimally by the integer program solution. For the FDD algorithm, the

reduce location is fixed to be the server node.

Figure 4-10 shows both predictions outputted by the optimisation algorithm,

and 95 percent confidence intervals for experimentally observed data. The DFDD

algorithm outperforms the FDD algorithm as the size of the network grows. This

is primarily due to the bottleneck phenomena occurring in the FDD algorithm. In

addition to this, as in the previous section, the server node suffers from relatively

poor connectivity, which exacerbates the bottleneck. In the DFDD implementation,

the reducers are both better connected, and receive data from fewer mappers simulta-

neously, leading to improved performance over the FDD implementation. Although

the DFDD approach improves performance, by dividing the modeshape calculation

in to substructures, this approach may lead to inaccuracies in the final calculated

modeshape. In Figure 4-12a, the modeshape calculated at 15.1Hz using the FDD
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Figure 4-11: Force directed graph representation of the 24 node network, with node
to node distance inversely proportional to signal strength, and red circles indicating
nodes which act as data reducers in the decentralised frequency domain decomposition
algorithm.

approach is shown. Figure 4-12b shows the same modeshape, calculated using the

DFDD approach. The modal assurance criterion value [31 for these two mode shapes

is 0.96.

This experiment shows how the computational framework developed in this work

can be easily adapted to implement highly distributed algorithms such as decen-

tralised frequency domain decomposition. In this case, for a 24 node network, the

parallelisation of the modeshape calculation leads to lower memory consumption, al-

lowing better positioned leaf nodes to participate, and thereby improving efficiency

compared to the centralised algorithm.

Experimentally calculated modeshapes are shown for the dominant 15.1 Hz mode

of the steel braced frame tower. Good agreement is shown between modeshapes

calculated using FDD, and those calculated using decentralised FDD.
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Figure 4-12: Calculated modeshapes
for the 15.1 Hz vibration mode, with
sensor locations illustrated. (a) shows
the modeshape calculated with the
centralised FDD algorithm. (b) shows
the modeshape calculated with the de-
centralised algorithm. (c) shows the
static configuration of the tower.
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4.5 Summary and conclusions

A real deployment of the smart sensing system described in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3

is presented in this chapter on am experimental braced frame steel tower test bed.

We experimentally demonstrate the use of the computational framework in specifying

typical structural health monitoring applications.

The accuracy and utility of the optimal task allocation algorithm is demonstrated

for three separate experiments. First, we show how the algorithm adapts to varying

node characteristics, for a single node example. Secondly we present an implemen-

tation of the frequency domain decomposition algorithm for an eight node network;

here, the optimal allocation of the matrix decomposition task significantly improves

performance. Lastly, we demonstrate an implementation of the decentralised fre-

quency domain decomposition for varying network sizes. This is compared with a

centralised FDD algorithm. By parallelising the decentralised FDD algorithm, and

optimally locating the matrix decomposition step for each cluster of nodes in the

decentralised FDD scheme, significant performance increases are shown.

Future work will include the implementation of more complex structural health

monitoring methodologies in the presented computational framework, as well as fur-

ther develop of the optimal task allocation algorithm by considering not only the total

time cost, but also the available battery life of each node.
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Chapter 5

Planning collaborative duty cycling

strategies for event detection in

energy harvesting sensor networks

5.1 Introduction

Low power, low cost energy harvesting wireless sensor networks promise to dramat-

ically reduce instrumentation costs and drive widespread adoption in monitoring of

structural health, seismicity and environmental conditions. These systems are com-

prised of many individual nodes, each with computing capability, wireless commu-

nication, battery power and one or more sensors. A typical battery powered sensor

node can last years in the lowest power sleep mode, but only days when fully active.

When in low power sleep mode, sensor nodes have limited capability, and designing

a system which balances immediate functionality with longevity is a difficult task.

Many structural and vibration monitoring applications are fundamentally con-

cerned with the detection and recording of specific events, rather than the continuous

collection of data. Events of interest in structural health monitoring applications

include seismic activity, periods of high wind, heavy vehicle loading or user-initiated

requests for data. To conserve energy, a subset of nodes can be kept active, listening
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for events, while the remaining nodes sleep. On detection of an event, active nodes

trigger sleeping nodes to wake up and record data. This scheme is implemented by

Rice et al [78], as part of the Illinois Structural Health Monitoring Project software

toolset. However, active nodes deplete their battery quickly, and so are generally

either continuously powered, or adopt a low duty cycle. For example, Jang et al

[39], deploy a bridge monitoring system where 'sentry' nodes record acceleration and

wind data for 10 seconds every 10 minutes, triggering a system wide wakeup upon

exceeding a predetermined threshold. Actively listening nodes are frequently referred

to as sentry nodes in the literature; well will use the term active node and sentry

node interchangeably in this paper.

Both Liu et al [50], and Jang et al [391, describe battery powered wireless sensor

systems, in which battery reserves monotonically decrease over time. Energy harvest-

ing capabilities can be a relatively cost effective addition to sensor nodes, extending

node lifetime and achievable duty cycle levels. Many sources of energy, especially

solar, exhibit strong temporal variations, which lead to fluctuations in battery levels.

This presents unique challenges in planning and scheduling the behaviour of sensor

nodes. The increased availability of energy enables battery powered sentry nodes with

much higher duty cycles than in non-energy harvesting networks. But these sentry

nodes deplete energy quickly in periods of low energy availability, while sleeping nodes

maintain battery reserves. Rotating the set of active nodes based on available battery

reserves is an obvious solution to this problem, but careful planning of the sequence

of active nodes is needed to ensure network performance meets service requirements

during times of low energy availability.

In this paper we treat sentry node selection as a sequential decision making prob-

lem, and propose a centralised reinforcement learning solution. In this approach,

nodes report their state at regular intervals to a centralised power manager, which

returns instructions to alter the set of sentry nodes if necessary. The power manager

aims to maximise the average number of reachable nodes in the network over time:

Nodes are reachable if they are within a single hop of a sentry node. Unlike [501,

we do not consider multi-hop wakeup procedures. Casting this problem as a sequen-
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tial decision making problem ensures that the centralised power manager explicitly

accounts for tradeoffs between current and future utility. In particular, the reinforce-

ment learning agent aims at each time step to take the action which optimises the

total expected utility over future time steps. Therefore it can balance between actions

which have immediate reward (assume sentry node duty), and delayed reward (pre-

serve battery for future sentry node duty). This is especially useful in solar energy

harvesting nodes, which exhibit strong temporal variations in available energy.

A comprehensive simulation environment which allows for realistic modelling of

sensor node energy consumption, recharging capability and communication is de-

veloped to train and evaluate the proposed reinforcement learning approach. This

simulation environment adheres to the OpenAl Gym [11] framework, which provides

a standardised interface to allow modular testing of different learning and control

agents. The reinforcement learning agent is then trained through interaction with

this simulation environment. Finally comparison with several baselines adapted from

existing literature is conducted, and analysis and visualisation of the learned strate-

gies is provided.

This approach is intended for structural health and vibration monitoring applica-

tions which share two important characteristics: 1) Events of interest occur relatively

infrequently, and data recorded outside of these events is of little or no value, 2) One

node, or a small subset of the total nodes in the network, can reliably detect the onset

of an event of interest. As a result, we do not consider the problem of minimising

energy consumption arising from data transmission, nor do we consider in this paper

the effect of sentry node selection on the likelihood of event detection.

5.2 Related work

A related problem arises in hierarchical sensor networks, where networks are com-

prised of clusters of nodes, each with a cluster head node, which collects and po-

tentially aggregates data from other nodes, before forwarding it to a central server,

e.g. [28], [85]. In these hierarchical networks, the number and location of cluster
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heads impacts the energy efficiency of the system as a whole. Extensive research has

been conducted on developing algorithms which find data transmission routes which

minimise energy consumption and/or balance energy consumption between nodes,

e.g. [81], [381. Unlike this paper, these algorithms are fundamentally concerned with

managing energy consumption arising from data transmission, with the assumption

that sensor nodes are continuously sensing data which must be collected at a base

station. In SHM specific applications, there is often an additional tradeoff between

the energy efficiency of the sensor network layout, and the quality of the modal infor-

mation obtained from measurements. Fang et al [23] derive an analytical expression

for the maximally energy efficient number of clusters in two layer hierarchies com-

prised of i) cluster head (router) nodes, and ii) leaf nodes. A genetic algorithm is

then developed to choose the number of sensors and sensor spacing which achieves the

best tradeoff between energy efficiency and modal information quality. Fu et al [26]

propose an energy efficient routing tree for grid layouts of sensor nodes with centrally

located base stations and multiple layers, and observe that a tradeoff between energy

efficiency and modal information quality arises as a function of the grid size: For

closely spaced configurations data can be transmitted at low cost, but modal infor-

mation quality deteriorates as a smaller total area is covered. In this work we assume

a predetermined fixed sensor network layout, and for simplicity do not consider the

modal information quality obtained from the network.

Energy-efficient configurations, even when they are specifically designed with

energy-balancing in mind, can still lead to situations where nodes in high-traffic

locations deplete their battery more quickly than others. Adaptive clustering ap-

proaches, which periodically rotate node assignments between cluster head duties

and non-cluster head duties, can ameliorate this issue. Heinzelman et al [35], pro-

pose a method for rotating cluster head duties called low energy adaptive clustering

hierarchy (LEACH). In the centralised version of this approach, cluster head duties

are chosen at discrete time intervals by a simulated annealing procedure which min-

imises the summed squared distances between non cluster head nodes and their closest

cluster head node. Non cluster head nodes are then assigned a specific time slot to
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transmit data in a time-division multiple access scheme, outside of which they may

conserve energy.

Xiao et al [98] propose a modified version of [35], for application in sensor networks

with energy harvesting capabilities. In [98], an energy potential function is defined for

each node, describing its energy harvesting capabilities. This function is then used in

selection of cluster head nodes, increasing the likelihood of selecting those with high

energy harvesting capabilities. Bahbahani and Alsusa [41 develop an adapted version

of [351, in which duty cycle levels between 0 and 1 are set for each node, describing

what proportion of time they spend as a cluster-head, and what proportion of their

available time slots they utilise for data transmission when not a cluster head. Each

nodes cluster-head duty cycle is set so that the expected number of cluster-heads

minimises the total energy consumption of the network. Data transmission duty cycles

are adjusted to ensure that each node's energy consumption matches the amount of

energy it harvests: a condition called energy neutral operation (ENO).

Achieving energy neutral operation of sensor nodes is itself the focus of a significant

number of studies. Previous work has focused on adapting individual nodes duty cycle

levels so that the amount of energy consumed by the node is less than the amount of

energy harvested. The maximum duty cycle level which still maintains energy neutral

operation is termed node level energy neutrality, or ENO-max [42], [87].

Various different algorithmic approaches have been proposed to solve the problem

of achieving node level energy neutrality. In [42], Kansal et al formulate a linear pro-

gramming approach which, combined with a predictive model of energy harvesting,

solves for the highest possible duty cycle that meets the criteria of energy neutral

operation. Energy harvesting predictions are made by adaptively fitting an exponen-

tially weighted moving average model to measurements of harvested energy. Vigorito

et al [91], proposed a linear quadratic tracking algorithm, which unlike [42], does not

require a model of future energy generation.

More recently, reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms have been proposed as a

more flexible and powerful approach to achieving node level energy neutrality in en-

ergy harvesting sensor networks. In [14], the challenge of maximising quality of service
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while maintaining battery reserves is framed as a continuous time markov decision

process, and solved using tabular Q-learning. In [37], Hsu et al propose a tabular Q-

learning approach for query driven wireless sensor networks. This approach assumes

that a certain throughput level is demanded by a query to a sensor network, and

aims to meet this demanded throughput while maintaining energy neutral operation.

Shresthemali et al [83], propose a similar approach, but using a tabular SARSA algo-

rithm for reinforcement learning, and incorporating weather forecast data to improve

performance.

Research on energy neutral operation of sensor nodes has focused on the individ-

ual node level, and omitted considerations of the resulting impacts on network level

performance. Achieving the ENO-max condition at each node individually may lead

to suboptimal network level behaviour. If 0% duty cycle periods occur simultaneously

at all nodes in the network, any events occurring in this period will go undetected.

Tabular reinforcement learning algorithms as proposed in [141, [371, [83] are likely to

be intractable when considering the entire network, due to the size of the state-action

space, and so more powerful reinforcement learning approaches are required, which

utilise function approximators instead of lookup tables [59], [571,[75]. While [981 and

[4] consider network level performance in energy harvesting sensor networks, they

focus on minimising energy consumption arising from data transmission, and not on

the event detection problem we tackle in this work.

5.3 Problem statement

At each period in time, sensor nodes can assume active duty, or limit their power

consumption by entering either idle or deep sleep mode. The performance criteria

of interest is the long term average fraction of nodes which are reachable in every

time period. At a given time step, if only one node is active, but all other nodes have

remaining battery life and are within reach of the active node, this is equivalently good

to having all nodes active. A trade-off exists between current and future performance.

For a single time period, performance is maximised when all nodes are active, but
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this myopic strategy will likely hurt future performance, and it would be better to

allow some nodes to sleep, preserving battery life for future time steps.

But which nodes should assume active duty, and which should sleep? Ensuring

the active nodes are evenly distributed over the area of the sensor network increases

the expected number of reachable nodes. How many active nodes should there be

at a given time? This depends on how quickly the radio signal decays, and how far

apart the nodes are. If the signal decays quickly, many active nodes are required to

cover the whole network, but this will cause an overall depletion in battery life. Some

nodes have better connectivity and recharging properties than others, and therefore

may provide equivalent utility to several less valuable nodes combined. It is clear

that this is a complex decision making process. The goal of this paper is to develop

a strategy which maximises the utility of the overall system by intelligently selecting

which subset of nodes is active at each period in time.

This problem is fundamentally one of sequential decision making under uncer-

tainty, and can naturally be cast as a reinforcement learning problem, albeit one

which is both large and complex. In the following section we will first describe the

overall architecture of the wireless sensor system, before providing details used in

simulating the power consumption, recharging capabilities and wireless connectivity

of nodes in the network. In Section 5.5, we will introduce the proposed reinforcement

learning framework, and formulate our problem in this framework.

5.4 System model

Our model is comprised of n individual sensor nodes, which together make up the

set G. We assume two distinct modes of communication in the network: 1) Node

to remote power manager, which is used for infrequent, time insensitive messaging,

in this case, communicating the current status and battery life and receiving action

instructions. The node to manager connection can be achieved through cellular LTE

or LoRa connection, similarly to [2]. 2) Peer to peer communication, which can

be achieved via Bluetooth or ZigBee radio and is used for time sensitive, low volume
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Figure 5-1: Overall schematic of the proposed system architecture, showing the peer
to peer communication in the local network, and remote node to power manager
communication used for reporting state and action instructions
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messaging, for example, triggering a neighboring node to wake up and record an event

of interest. A schematic of this system is shown in Figure 5-1. At regular intervals,

each node in the network reports its state directly to the power manager. The power

manager then publishes action to nodes as necessary, allowing the set of active nodes

to change over time. Active nodes maintain local peer-to-peer connections which are

used to trigger a system wide wake up when an event of interest is detected.

Each individual node in our network model is equipped with a battery, a processor,

a radio, a physical sensor, and a means of harvesting energy from its environment. In

this section we will provide details on the battery and power consumption character-

istics of each node, recharging capabilities, and wireless connectivity properties.

5.4.1 Node energy consumption

Every node has a fixed, and identical battery capacity, denoted Bma. We consider a

discrete time model, in which each discrete time slice is denoted tk, and has duration

At. The battery reserve of node i at the onset of time slice tk is given by Bi(tk) For

every period tk, the status of each sensor is given by Xi(tk) where Xi E {0, 1}, where

Xi = 0 indicates that node i is in deep sleep mode, Xi = 1 indicates that it is in idle

mode, and Xi = 2 indicates the nodes is active. Individual sensor nodes consume

available power at a fixed rate P while active, a lower rate P when idle and a much

lower rate Ps, while in deep sleep mode.

The active energy consumption rate of a sensor Pa is calculated by summing

the active power consumption of the sensor node microcontroller, the radio, and the

MEMS accelerometer.

In idle mode, the processor board and MEMS accelerometer are deactivated. The

peer to peer radio remains in active mode, listening for a signal from a neighboring

node to wake up. P is therefore calculated by summing the idle mode power con-

sumption rate of the microcontroller and the MEMS accelerometer, and the active

mode power consumption rate of the radio. P is dominated by the active mode power

consumption rate of the radio.

Deep sleep mode consumes the least amount of power, but severely limits the
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Deep sleep (mW) Idle (mW) Active (mW)

Processor 0.185 1.85 203.5
Radio 0.03 166.5 166.5
Sensor 0.185 1.85 55.5

Total 0.4 170.2 425.5

Table 5.1: Power consumption of individual sensor node components in deep sleep,
idle and active modes

functionality of the node. In deep sleep mode, the radio, processor and sensor all en-

ter their lowest power consumption state. The processor can exit this state through

a scheduled interrupt, allowing it to then wake the radio and sensor using pin in-

terrupts. Nodes are uncommunicative for the entire time period when in deep sleep

mode. Specific values used in this study are given in Table 5.1, but the methodology

presented can be adapted without any loss of generality. For reference, the chosen

battery capacity Bmax used in simulations in this paper is 2000 mAh, with an average

discharge voltage of 3.7V.

The total energy consumed in period tk, Ec(tk) can be written as follows:

P -Ast when Xi(tk) = 0

Ec(tk) = . At when Xi(tk) = 1 (5.1)

P -At when Xi(tk) = 2

5.4.2 Energy harvesting

The energy consumed by sensor i in time period tk, Ec,(4k), is offset by the energy

harvested Eh, (t), such that the battery level at time t + 1, can be calculated as

follows:

Bi(tk+1) = Bi(tk) + Eh(tk) - Ec (tk) (5.2)

The harvested energy is unlikely to be constant across each node in the network.

Even if the energy harvesting capabilities of each node are identical, for most energy

harvesting systems we expect spatial variation in the available energy. To model this
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effect, we represent the available energy over the area of the sensor network as a

random field. The energy harvested over the entire area of the sensor network has

a baseline mean value for each time t4. This baseline value Eh. is then combined

with spatially correlated random variations over the area of the sensor network. The

harvested energy at sensor i in a given time period t4, Eh,(tk) is given by:

Ehi(tk) = E,1t(tk) - (1 + Y) (5.3)

where Eh, (tk) is the average harvested energy of the entire sensor network during

period tk, and Y is the perturbation of the random field at the location of sensor i.

Y is assumed to be a zero mean, stationary, Gaussian Random Field in this paper,

with standard exponential covariance function:

C(x, y) = oa 2 exp (IX YII) (5.4)

Realisations of Y = [Y(xi), ... , Y(xi,)] can then be generated using the Cholesky

decomposition method, as described in [201. First define the covariance matrix C

with elements:

Cii = C(Xi, IXi) i, j =,..,N

Then using the Cholesky decomposition of C, we can obtain individual realisations

of Y:

y = Ac

where C = AAT (5.5)

and c ~ '(0, 1)

In this paper we assume Y is constant in time. This model is intended to represent

effects such as a) solar cells in permanently more shaded locations, b) wind turbines

in the lee of large objects, c) vibration harvesters located in areas of low amplitude

oscillations. Many other phenomena may result in both spatial and temporal variance
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in harvested energy, for example wind gusts or cloud-generated shadows. Because our

discretisation of time is relatively coarse, we elect to neglect these random tempo-

ral variations for simplicity. Nonetheless the methodology can straightforwardly be

extended, by considering a 3 dimensional spatio-temporal field. The Cholesky decom-

position based simulation is likely to be prohibitively expensive for a spatio-temporal

field, and spectral methods can be used. [20].

Note also, that the approach proposed here to modelling spatial variations in

harvested energy is chosen to be simple and generic. More accurate models of random

variations for energy harvesting exist for specific applications, and can be used where

relevant, for example [891, [82].

Solar energy

The National Solar Radiation Database (NSRDB) [331 provides solar irradiance and

other relevant meteorological records at 30 minute intervals, at a spatial resolution

of 4 km 2 , which can be easily accessed through [71]. Given the time series of solar

irradiance and meteorological data obtained from the NSRDB, and the characteristics

of the solar panel, the System Advisor Model (SAM) [61, can then be used to calculate

the total energy produced in each 30 minute time interval. We calculate the energy

produced for a 2W solar panel, at a 0* tilt, located at 42.3587'N, 71.09150 W for every

30 minute interval from January 1st 2008 to December 31st 2013, and draw samples

from this to create the baseline harvested energy time series Eh, (t), which is used in

the simulations described in Section 5.5.3.

5.4.3 Wireless connectivity

In our system, active nodes listen for events, while idle nodes preserve battery life.

Upon detection of an event, active nodes send messages over local peer to peer com-

munication to trigger neighboring idle nodes to wake up. Local peer to peer messages

are, in general, not guaranteed to reach their target. The soft geometric graph model

[94],[74] provides a realistic model of network connectivity, where the probability of
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connection between node, i and j,is:

HIj = / exp ( ) ") (5.6)

where rij is the Euclidean distance between node i and node j, ro is a range parameter,

71 is an environment specific parameter describing signal decay over distance, here

assumed to be 1, and /3 is a distance independent parameter,here also assumed to be

1, which linearly scales the probability of a connection.

The parameter q may vary spatially, if some areas of the sensor network experience

higher signal decay than others. For simplicity we assume 7j has a constant value of

1 over the area of the sensor network. Even though connectivity parameters do not

vary over the area of the sensor network, the locations of the active nodes impact the

overall performance of the system, in two ways. First, if active nodes are clustered

together, the probability of successfully waking all nodes in the network to record an

event of interest is decreased. Second, even if the active nodes are evenly distributed,

nodes near the perimeter of the network will reach fewer idle nodes on average than

nodes in the centre of the network.

In summary, in this section we have described a) the power consumption charac-

teristics of sensor nodes in both active, idle and deep sleep modes b) how individual

nodes can recharge using energy harvesting and how these recharging capabilities are

correlated between nodes, c) the properties of the local wireless sensor network, and

how those lead to variance in the expected degree of connectivity of each node.

5.5 Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning is a framework in which an agent learns to maximise long

term utility by interacting with an environment, and receiving rewards. The rein-

forcement learning problem is based on the Markov Decision Process (MDP) , which

is canonically described by a set of possible states S, and actions A, a reward model

Ra(s, s'), which gives the reward earned by transitioning from each state s to each
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state s' and a transition model Pa(s, s') which describes the probability of transition-

ing from state s to state s' if action a is taken. If a sequential decision making problem

can be modelled as a MDP, then it is possible to solve for the optimal policy using

dynamic programming. The optimal policy defines which action a to take in each

state s, with optiiality typically defined as the action which maximises the expected

value of (possible discounted) future rewards from the current state.

However, in many real world problems, either the transition function is not known

explicitly, or the state-action space is too large, causing the solution of the MDP to

become intractable. Reinforcement learning allows an agent to learn policies by acting

and observing, without an explicit model of the environment. Specifically, in discrete

time problems, the RL agent may observe its state at the beginning of each time

period, and choose from the set of available actions. At the beginning of the next

time period, the agent observes its new state and the reward earned in the previous

period, and must then choose its next action. In Q-Learning [931, a table of Q-values

is maintained for each state-action pair and updated using the Bellman equation:

Qj+I(si, aj) = (1 - a)Q(si, aj) + a (ri + -yV (si+ 1))

where Vi(s) = max Qj(s, a) (5.7)
a

These Q-values are an estimate of the expected discounted reward for executing action

a in state s. The Q-learning algorithm is guaranteed to converge to the optimal policy,

given an infinite number of iterations. However, when the state-action space is large,

the convergence rate may be unacceptably slow, and the Q-table may become too large

to practically store. In cases where the state-action space is continuous, quantization

can be used, but this too can prove impractical unless the quantization is coarse.

Instead of maintaining a lookup table of Q-values, a function approximator can be

used to combat these issues. One such approach which has recently shown impressive

results in a variety of challenging learning problems is Deep-Q Learning [591, which

uses a deep neural network to map input state vectors to an estimated Q-value for

each possible action.
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5.5.1 Deep Q Learning

As described in 1591, the procedure to learn the parameters of the deep Q model 0,

involves the ininimisation of a loss function at each step of the iteration, to fit the

current predicted action-value Q(s, a; Gi) to a target yi. The target yi is calculated as

follows:

yi = ri + yrmaxa'Q(s, a'; Oi-1) (5.8)

Unlike in 1591, where the mean squared error is used as the loss function, here we use

the Huber loss, which is more robust to outliers:

L(yi, Q(s, a; Oi)) = L6 (y, f (x)) =

(y - f(x))2 for IIy - f(x)I < 6(

6(|y - f(x)I|) - 162 otherwise

The minimisation of L(9i) can be computed by simple gradient descent, or by other

stochastic optimisation algorithms. We use the Adam optimisation procedure 1441.

The optimization can exhibit instability, as both the target and predicted values

depend on the model parameters, potentially leading to a positive feedback loop. Note

that in Equation 5.8, the target value yi is computed using the model parameters 9 i_1

to avoid this instability. This is achieved by maintaining a target model in addition

to the Q-model, which maintains an out of date copy of the model parameters. While

Equation 5.8 suggests the use of the model parameters from the preceding iteration,

in practice the target model may be updated less frequently.

Even with the use of a target model, it has been observed that the Deep Q ap-

proach tends to overestimate action-values. This tendency can be addressed through

a simple adjustment to the target value calculation, as proposed in [90], which leads

to the Double Deep Q Network (DDQN) formulation. Here, in the evaluation of the

target value, the Q-network is used to select the policy, and the target network is
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used to determine the value of this policy:

DDQN (5.10)

where a* = argmaxQ(s' ,a; 9i)
a

Rather than training the DDQN agent online, we use the experience replay tech-

nique, as described in [581. At each time step, the agent takes an action at which

causes a transition from state st to state st+i, and a reward rt. In online Deep-Q

learning, this experience et = (st, at, rt, st+i), is used to update the model at each

step. Instead, in experience replay, the experience et is placed in a replay memory

buffer. Then random samples of experiences are drawn from the memory buffer to

train the model. This has two benefits: 1) Sample efficiency is increased, as each

experience can be used more than once in training. 2) Randomising the order of

experiences can help to stabilise learning and avoid local minima.

5.5.2 Problem formulation

In this section we will describe the behaviour of the system as described in Section 5.4

in terms of a reinforcement learning problem, and provide details of the experimental

procedure used to learn collaborative duty cycling strategies using this model.

The state space representation of node i during time period tk is given by:

Si(tk) = [Bi(tk), Xi(tk), Di(tk)] (5.11)

Xi(tk) E {0, 1, 2} is an indicator variable that describes whether node i is active, idle

or in deep sleep. Bi(tk) E [0, Bmax] can be calculated as in Equation 5.2, given the

consumed energy Ec,(tk-1) which depends only on Xi(tk_1), as per Equation 5.1, and

the harvested energy in the previous time step Eh, (tk1). Di (tk) E [-Bmax, Bmax]

is simply the difference in battery between the current and previous time step, i.e.

Di(tk) = Bi(tk) - Bi(tk-1)

The overall system state representation is obtained by concatenating the indi-
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vidual node states into a single vector, and adding one additional state parameter

Tk E {O, 1, ... , 24/At} which describes the current time of day, corresponding with the

kth time step from the initial hour To. Concatenating all node states gives the full

system representation

S(tk) = [Bo(tk), Xo(tk), Do(tk), B1(tk), ... , DN(tk), Tk

where Tk = (k + To/At) mod 24/At (5.12)

The order of entries into the state vector s(tk is determined using the Hilbert space-

filling curve [63]. The Hilbert curve provides a mapping from 2D coordinates to 1D

space, which we use to sort the nodes in the network. This has the advantage of

ensuring that nodes which are adjacent in the state vector are also physically close

in 2D space. The converse is not true; some coordinates which are close in 2D space

are not close on the Hilbert curve.

For each node, there are two available actions, ai., and ai1. aio toggles the idle

behaviour of node i: If the node is idle, it becomes active, otherwise it switches to

idle. ai1, similarly toggles the deep sleep behaviour of node i, causing it to switch to

deep sleep from either idle or active, and to active if it is in deep sleep. Only one of

these actions, or the null action 0 can be executed in any time step, so the full action

space is given by A = {aoo, ao1 , aio...aN0 , aN1 ,}

Reward function

Given the system state representation for a time period Stk we can cut the set of nodes

in the network, G, into the set of active nodes Ca(tk), the set of idle nodes Ci(tk),

the set of nodes in deep sleep C,(t4), and the set of nodes which are out of battery

Co(t4). Active nodes, for example, have non-zero battery life Bi > 0 and have active

status Xi = 2:

Ca(tk) = {Ji E G Xi(tk) = 2 & Bi(tk) > 0} (5.13)

The soft geometric graph model described in Section 5.4 defines the probability of a

successful connection between node i and node j during a given time period tk. Using
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Equation 5.6, the set of nodes reached by node i, Ri is easily obtained by Monte Carlo

simulation:

Ri(tk) = {j E Ca(tk) U Ci(tk) Hi > X ~ U(0, 1)} (5.14)

Note here that we do not include nodes in deep sleep mode, or nodes with zero

battery in the set of reachable nodes. Combining Equations 5.14 and 5.13, the set of

all reachable nodes in a given time period is the union of the nodes reachable by each

active node:

R(tk)=U Ri (5.15)
ieCa

Finally, we can define the reward earned in period tk given the system state stk

as the number of reachable nodes divided by the total number of nodes.

r(stI) = when IR(tk) > 0 (5.16)
-1 when |R(tk)I =0

Note that a penalty is accrued if no nodes are active during a given time period. This

is designed to heavily disincentivise this outcome, as missing the occurrence of an

event completely is highly undesirable: Having just one node on for a time period is

much preferable to having none, whereas having two instead of one is a relatively less

important distinction.

5.5.3 Experimental procedure

In this section we will describe in detail the procedure used to emulate the sensor

network system behaviour, and train a Double Deep Q Learning agent on this emula-

tion. Algorithm 2 provides a step by step description of the simulation and training.

Global initialisation

To begin the training procedure, the replay memory buffer is first set, with a fixed

length of 2000, and the Q-network and target network are initialised with identical,
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Algorithm 2 DDQN adaptive duty cycling learner

Initialise:
Replay memory buffer D.
Master baseline solar energy series Eh,,.
Exploration variable E=1, = 0.01.
Q network with random weights 0 and duplicate target network.

for episode = 1 to M do

{ (xi, yi) Vi E G} <- Generate node coordinates.
To +- Initial time stamp.
tepisode <F- [To, To + AT,...,To+ NAT]
Y +- new random field realisation.

Ehi(tepisode) +- Eh, (tepisode) - (1 + Y).
so +- Initial state.
for k 1 to N do

If 6 > x ~ U(0, 1) select action at randomly, otherwise select at =

maxa Q(st, a; 9).
Observe resulting st 1 and calculate r(t).
Push et = (st, at, rt, st+i) to D.
Set st <- st+i.
Sample minibatch of experiences ej from D.
Set yj for ej as per Equation 5.10 and perform optimization step to
minimize L(yj, Q(s, aj;9O) as per Equation 5.9.
Set c = c - (co - Emin)/NM.

Copy weights 9 from Q to target network.

randomly generated weights. Then the master time series of baseline solar energy is

calculated, as detailed in Section 5.4.2, which will be sampled from in each training

episode. The exploration variable c controls the degree of randomness the agent

exhibits in selecting actions. If this value is too high, the agent explores different

strategies well, but fails to focus on and fine tune the most promising strategies.

Conversely, if this value is too low, the agent quickly hones on the most immediately

rewarding strategy, but may fail to explore other more valuable strategies. Here we

start with an c of 1, and linearly decrease it so it reaches a minimum value of 0.01 on

the last time step of the last episode.
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Episode initialisation

At the beginning of each new episode, the spatial coordinates of each node i E G are

generated. The configuration of the nodes is arbitrary, as the methodology presented

in this paper is valid for any configuration in 2D or 3D space. Furthermore, the

spatial configuration can be changed from episode to episode in an attempt to learn

non configuration-specific policies. For simplicity, in this paper we select a 2D square

lattice of 16 nodes as shown in Figure 5-2, and keep this configuration for the entire

simulation. Each training episode consists of a number of time steps N. At the

Y(x,y)
-0.16 -0.08 0.00 0.08 0.16

0 14- - -14

ro=

10
3o =(D- ---- ---- 12--

- 8-

-- 5 ---- ---- ___ 10 - -

-- Radio link

Active node

o) Idle node

Random field realisation
- (per episode)

Random graph realisation
(per time period)

Figure 5-2: Illustration of chosen lattice network configuration, with a typical random
field instance, active and idle nodes assignment, and instantaneous network connec-
tivity.

beginning of each episode, a start time To is chosen. The master solar energy time

series is then sampled for the period defined by the series tepisode, creating the specific
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baseline solar energy time series for that episode. Given the node coordinates, an

instance of the random field Y is then created for the current episode, which allows

for the calculation of the harvested solar energy at each node Ehi (tepisode) as per

Equation 5.3. Figure 5-2, illustrates an instance of the random field over the lattice

network. Values of the random field over the entire space of the 2D grid are shown only

for illustrative purposes; it is only necessary to simulate realisations of this random

field at the specified node locations.

The results presented in this paper are generated with a discretisation parameter

AT = 3hrs, and with To fixed at September 1st at midnight for every episode, and

N = 30. - = 240, such that tepisode represents the entire month of September in each
AT

case. Although To is fixed at September 1st at midnight in every episode, the chosen

year is varied randomly in every episode, so a representative variety of conditions

are experienced by the reinforcement learning agent. 2013 is excluded for testing

purposes.

Shown in Figure 5-3 are the time series of harvested energies (in Watts) at each

node in the lattice network for two different days in September 2012. Note here the

significant variability in available energy between the two days, most likely due to

the contrast between overcast and sunny conditions. Note also the variance between

individual nodes arising from the random field perturbation. The covariance function

used for random field simulation is that given by Equation 5.4, with o 2 = 0.1, and

10 = 21 where 1 is the total width of the lattice network. We can see that these

random field parameters result in a small but noticeable deviation in individual node

solar energy as compared to the baseline.

Once all episode level initialisation is complete, the inner training loop begins. At

each time step in the episode,an action is selected randomly, with probability E, which

is very high in early episodes. Otherwise the action which the Q-network deems to

have the highest value is selected. This action is then executed, resulting in a tran-

sition to a new state, and an earned reward. The experience corresponding with this

iteration of the episode is then pushed to the replay buffer. If the buffer is full, the

new experience will overwrite the oldest experience in the buffer. A minibatch is sam-
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Figure 5-3: Time series of harvested energy by node for two contrasting days shows
the variance around the mean modelled by the Gaussian Random Field realisation,
and the disparity in available solar energy between cloudy and sunny days.

pled from the replay buffer, and the Q network is updated. Finally, the exploration

variable c is decremented, causing the agent to very gradually prefer exploitation

rather than exploration. Once the episode ends, the target model is updated with a

copy of the Q-networks weights, before a new episode is initialised.

Network architecture

Figure 5-4 shows the neural network architecture used for both the Q network and

the target network. Our lattice configuration of 16 nodes, each with 3 state variables

(battery, status, battery difference) as well as the global time variable, gives an input

vector of length 49. This input is then fed through 3 identical fully connected layers of

512 neurons, each with a rectified linear unit (ReLu) activation function. Finally, the

output layer consists of 33 neurons, which predict the Q-value of each of the available

actions. The network is constructed and trained using the Keras library [17].
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Layer 1
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Relu

Layer 2
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Relu

Layer 3
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Output Layer a0 1 .. - - 0
33 neurons

Softmax

Figure 5-4: Neural network architecture for both Q and target networks, showing the

input layer, three fully connected layers of 512 neurons with Relu activation functions,
and the softmax output layer predicting the Q-value of each action.

5.6 Results

In this section we describe the results obtained by training our DDQN agent for 6500

episodes on the lattice network configuration. For benchmarking purposes, we will

first define two baseline agents. First, the eno agent, which optimises the duty cycle

level of each individual node in the network, using the linear programming approach

described in Kansal et al 142], and assuming perfect knowledge of the future solar

energy time series. At the beginning of each day, the eno agent solves the linear

programming problem independently for each node to set the duty cycle level for

each time step in the day. The number of time steps in a given day is T = 24/At.

For a given node i, the input to this algorithm is the starting battery Bi(to) of

the node, and the predicted solar energy harvesting capability for the current day

[Ehi (to), Eh, (t1 ) ... Eh,(tT 1)]. The goal of the linear programming algorithm is to

maximise the total sum of duty cycle levels, Di, while ensuring that the battery level

never falls below zero, and that the battery level at the start of the next day is higher
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than or equal to the current day. This linear program takes the following form:

T-1

max EDj subject to:
t=o

T-1

B (tO) + 1:(EEn (tk ) - Dk - 'AT - Pa - (I - DO) - AT - Ps) >- B (tO)
k=O

and VDj : (5.17)

0 > Dj 1;

Bi(to)+Z(Ehi(tk)- D -AT - Pa-(1- D) -'T - Ps) ;>0
k=O

Nodes are in active mode for the given duty cycle percentage of each time step,

and otherwise in deep sleep mode. Additionally, it is assumed that within a given

time period, the probability of being active is equally like at all times. This implies

that each individual node behaves independently of all others. Secondly, we define a

greedy agent, closely related to the LEACH approach for adaptive clustering proposed

in [351. The greedy agent aims to keep 50 percent of the nodes in the network active

at every time step. If fewer than half the nodes are active, it greedily adds the idle

node with the maximum battery life. Additionally at every time step, when possible,

the greedy agent churns active nodes with low battery in favour of any available idle

nodes with more battery life. More formally, the policy of the greedy agent can be

stated as in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Greedy adaptive duty cycling agent

for k 1 to N do

Find active set Ca C G as per Equation 5.13
Find idle set C, = G - Ca
Find idle node j = maxiec, B(j) > 0 with maximum battery life
Find active node i = miniEc B(i) with minimum battery life

If lCal 5 G/2 then take action aj0
ElifB(i) < B(j) then take action aj0
Else take action 0

Shown in Figure 5-5, is the learning curve of the DDQN agent, compared with

both the greedy and eno agents. The initial performance of the DDQN agent is very
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poor, as it acts almost entirely randomly in early episodes while it explores the state

space. The performance of the greedy agent is significantly better than the eno agent,

primarily because the eno agent frequently accrues negative penalties in night-time

periods when all nodes enter a 0 % duty cycle. As training progresses, the DDQN

agent improves its performance, eventually surpassing both the eno agent and the

greedy agent.

-- DDQN
0.7 ENO strategy

---Greedy strategy

0.6

0.5

0 0.4

0.3

0.2

0 2000 4000 6000

Episode #

Figure 5-5: Learning curve of the DDQN agent, showing increase in average reward

per run over training episodes. The DDQN agent eventually outperforms both the

independent node ENO strategy and the greedy strategy.

Figure 5-6 compares the performance of all three agents on both the held out

unseen data, and data included in the training set. Shown in this figure is the results

of 30 individual runs for each agent on both sets of data, with the mean, and the

interquartile range indicated by the box plot. While the performance of the DDQN

agent is slightly worse on the unseen data, this appears to be the case for both of

the baseline agents also, indicating that this is due to a worse energy harvesting

environment, rather than overfitting.
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Figure 5-6: Performance of the DDQN agent compared with greedy and eno agents
on both unseen and training data

5.6.1 Analysis

In this section we will visualise the behaviour of the system under the control of

the learned DDQN agent, and identify what aspects of the policy lead to its success.

Figure 5-7, shows the proportion of time each node spends in its active state, averaged

over 30 full runs of the fully trained DDQN agent. There is a notable disparity between

nodes, with node 2 and node 8 spending the majority of time in active duty, while

node 13 and 14 spend less than 15 % of the their time active.

Further analysis of the full time series traces is required to understand why such

a disparity exists. For a given time step, we define the configuration of the sensor

network to be the vector containing just the status variable of each node C(ti) =

[XO(ti), X1 (ti), ... XN(ti)]. Then for each unique configuration, we count the transi-

tion frequencies to each other unique configuration, to estimate an empirical transi-

tion matrix P. If njk is the number of occurrences where C(ti) = j & C(tai+) = k,
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Figure 5-7: Fraction of time spent in active duty time by each node under the control

of the trained DDQN agent is shown here, illustrating a large disparity between

individual node's behaviour.

then assuming there are m total unique configurations, each element of the transition

matrix can be estimated as Pi = nij / E' nik. Provided this matrix corresponds

with an irreducible and aperiodic Markov chain, we can analyse its steady state be-

haviour. The steady state distribution of a Markov chain represents the long term

probability of being in any given state, independent of the initial conditions. This

provides a useful tool for interpreting patterns in simulated time series to understand

the strategy of the trained reinforcement learning agent. Given the empirical transi-

tion matrix P, the steady state distribution 7r can be found by solving the eigenvalue

problem (P - AI)7r = 0, for A = 1. The 6 configurations with the highest steady state

probabilities are shown in Figure 5-8. Inspecting Figure 5-8, we see several different

behaviours of the network emerge. Two of these configurations, 1) and 5), show node

2 as the only active node, while the remaining nodes are either idle or out of battery.

Two more of the configurations, 3) and 4), show 50 % of the nodes active, with the

remainder of the nodes idle, with the exception of node 2 which is in standby mode.

Figure 5-9 yields further insight into the strategy of the DDQN agent. In this
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Figure 5-8: Based on a steady state analysis of the status time series under the
control of the DDQN agent, the highest probability configurations of the 16 node
lattice network are shown here, illustrating several different modes of behaviour.
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figure a 5 day slice is illustrated, with each node's behaviour indicated by a vertical

line: Solid black indicates the node is active, dashed black indicates idle, dashed red

indicated standby, and a thin dotted line indicates the node is out of battery. Here

we can clearly see the cyclical behaviour of the network. Active nodes tend to run

out of battery at night time when solar energy is not available. In order to maintain

the networks event detection capability during these periods, node 2 enters standby

mode in advance, allowing it to to preserve battery and then assume active duty while

other nodes have depleted their reserves.

An alternative view of this behaviour is shown in Figure 5-10, where the spatio-

temporal behaviour of the network over a full day cycle is illustrated. This figure

shows the evolution of both status and battery reserve over time, with battery reserve

indicated by the arc shown around each node location. Investigating the spatial

behaviour of the DDQN strategy we can see a few interesting patterns. Examining

the diagonal set of nodes, 5, 7, 13 and 15, we can see that in this time slice, these

nodes tend to remain idle, with active nodes off this diagonal. Finally, we investigate

the behaviour of the network over a longer time period, as shown in Figure 5-11.

Here we select 5 nodes which exhibit distinct groups of long term behaviours. In

this figure, we examine the ratio of time active to time idle for each node, averaged

over a single day. Note that for clarity, we omit time periods when nodes are out

of battery. Node 0 spends 100 % of its on time in active duty. In comparison node

13 spends almost 100 % of its time in idle duty. Other nodes switch between these

opposing behaviours, but generally exhibit either one or the other over the course of

a full day. For example node 4 spends almost 100 % of its on time in idle mode in

the first 10 days, but then switches to spend the entire remaining days in active duty

only. Node 11 spends long periods in idle mode, but intermittently switches to spend

an entire day or two in active duty. Finally, node 2, as we have already seen, exhibits

an entirely different behaviour: It is active much more often than it is idle, but never

spends a full day in active duty. It does not actually spend any time in idle mode,

but rather in standby mode, as shown in Figure 5-10, and Figure 5-9, allowing it to

preserve battery.
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Figure 5-9: A 5 day segment of node status time series under the control of the DDQN

agent is shown here. Node 2 illustrates the foresight of the DDQN agent's strategy,
saving battery during the day in order to assume active duty at night when other

nodes have fully depleted their battery.
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Figure 5-10: A spatio-temporal visualisation of the evolution of network wide battery
and status over a single day is shown in this figure, with each 2D slice representing a
single time period. The colour of each circular node represents its status, while the

length of the arc around each circle marker represents the battery level.
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Figure 5-11: The behaviour of the network over an entire month is examined, where

the proportion of time spent in active duty versus the proportion of time in idle duty

is calculated for each day. A variety of different types of behaviour are illustrated:

Worker nodes spend almost all their time active, depleting their batteries quickly.

Idle nodes conserve power so they are reachable all day by active nodes. Standby

nodes enter deep sleep mode during the evening, so they can assume active duty

when worker nodes have exhausted their battery.

5.7 Conclusions

In this study a novel reinforcement learning based approach for adaptive duty cycling

in energy harvesting sensor networks is proposed. This approach considers specifically

the system requirements for event detection applications. Within this context, a

system wide performance metric is developed, and a reinforcement learning agent is

formulated to maximise this performance metric by controlling node duty cycling.

To validate this approach a simulation environment is developed which emulates

node power consumption, energy harvesting and connectivity properties. In this
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paper we consider specifically a 16 node network in a 2D lattice configuration, where

each node is equipped with a small photovoltaic panel. Historical meteorological data

is incorporated in the simulation environment. Using this simulation environment,

the proposed reinforcement learning approach is tested against two different baseline

strategies, and outperforms each on both training data and unseen data

Investigation of the learned agents behaviour yields several insights. Most notably,

the advantage of the sequential decision making framework used in this paper is

demonstrated clearly: Some nodes exhibit foresight, preserving battery in times of

solar energy availability, in order to later assume active duty when no energy is

available. This can be viewed as a sort of 'rainy day' planning. Secondly, the agent

also learns what proportion of nodes to maintain in active duty when battery is

available: Even though all nodes have battery reserves, only a subset of these nodes

need to be in active duty to reach the entire network.
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Chapter 6

Summary, conclusions and future

work

Despite more than a decade of research developing wireless systems for structural

health monitoring, significant issues persist which prevent widespread adoption. Achiev-

ing acceptable lifetimes of battery powered sensor systems in vibration sensing appli-

cations which must continuously monitor for events, and sample high frequency time

series which are very expensive to transmit, is a significant challenge.

Intelligent sensor systems, which conserve energy through techniques including

efficient event detection systems, adaptive duty cycling, and in-network data pro-

cessing and interrogation, can achieve this goal. However, by enforcing strict duty

cycle constraints, and implementing static in-network data processing, these systems

can severely limited functionality and flexibility in order to meet the required energy

constraints.

In this thesis, we have developed an intelligent wireless sensor system, which is

flexible, reconfigurable, and responsive to both remote requests and naturally occur-

ring events. We then proposed a suite of state-of-the art optimisation and decision

making algorithms which augment this system, ensuring that scarce network resources

are optimally utilised, and network lifetime is maximised.
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6.1 Conclusions

In the first part of this thesis, a comprehensive review of existing intelligent sensor sys-

tems for SHM was conducted, and gaps in the existing state-of-the-art were identified.

Specifically, we identified a need for a system which was both remotely reconfigurable,

and enabled in-network computation of system-wide structural properties commonly

required in SHM analyses (e.g. modeshapes). We proposed a computational frame-

work based on the MapReduce paradigm, in which distributed in-network processing

tasks are implemented by specifying a sampling method, describing the type and

duration of data to be sampled, a map method, describing a transformation of this

sample data at each node, and a reduce method, which aggregates and summarises

data produced by each of the individual node's map method. We demonstrate that

this paradigm can be used to implement various typical structural health monitor-

ing and modal analysis methodologies. In this system, users of the sensor network

remotely specify and submit their processing tasks, which are then executed on the

fly by the underlying system, allowing for almost instantaneous reconfiguration of

the network behaviour. To implement this framework, we developed a comprehen-

sive cyberphysical SHM system, comprised of individual sensor node hardware and

firmware, a web server allowing users to remotely interact with the sensor network,

and a gateway sensor node facilitating this interaction. Because all in-network pro-

cessing adheres to the proposed distributed computing pattern, low level networking

and control flow details can be reused for all computations, and are autonomously

performed by the developed system.

In Chapter 3, we augmented the developed smart sensing system with an op-

timisation engine which ensures that specified in-network computational tasks are

executed in an energy-efficient manner. We extended the SHM system to continu-

ally track individual node's computational and communication capability. Submitted

processing tasks are then profiled and modelled as a directed acyclic graph, providing

an estimate of the computational burden of each processing step, and of the volume

of data which flows between these processing steps. An integer linear program was
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then developed which utilises this information to optimally assign processing steps to

individual nodes in the sensor network, minimising the total time each node spends

to complete the specified tasks.

The extended system was then tested in a real field deployment on a steel tower

structure. A series of experiments were conducted to demonstrate the efficacy of the

combined SHM system, and to validate the proposed optimisation approach. Typical

modal analysis methodologies were implemented on both an 8 node network and a

larger 24 node network. Based on these experiments, we conclude that the proposed

optimisation approach can significantly reduce the total time taken to execute tasks,

thereby conserving energy and extending network lifetime.

While the developed optimisation approach ensures that submitted data process-

ing tasks are executed in an energy efficient manner, the sensor network spends most

of the time idle, listening for new processing tasks or for naturally occurring events

of interest, e.g. high wind, traffic loading. In the final part of this thesis we tack-

led the problem of optimally managing network resource during these idle periods,

while maintaining the capability to detect events. We developed a comprehensive

simulation environment which emulates the behaviour of a solar energy harvesting

sensor network. We then proposed a collaborative duty cycling approach, in which

a subset of nodes listens for events, while the remaining nodes conserve or recharge

their batteries. We developed a reinforcement learning approach to optimally choose

the sequence of active node assignments. This reinforcement learning agent aims to

ensure that as many nodes as possible can be reached upon the detection of an event,

and that the system maintains event detection capability in times of low energy avail-

ability. This agent is trained through interaction with the developed simulation, and

is demonstrated to outperform baseline approaches. Because the reinforcement learn-

ing approach aims to maximise utility over a long horizon, the trained agent exhibits

foresight: Taking actions which are not immediately beneficial, but yield longer term

rewards.
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6.2 Future Work

In this section we will provide reflections on the limitations of the completed work,

and comment on possible avenues for overcoming these limitations in future work.

6.2.1 Smart sensing system

The node level firmware developed in 3, utilises a coroutine based scheduler for multi-

tasking. Because this concurrency model is cooperative in nature, it does not provide

any real-time guarantees on task execution. This makes the system developed in this

thesis unsuitable for applications which require very tight timing guarantees, in partic-

ular structural control. One possible avenue for future work is to develop alternative

sensor node firmware based on a real-time operating system, such as FreeRTOS, sim-

ilarly to [27], which could operate within the broader system developed in this thesis.

This would enable the extension of the proposed system to actuation and control

tasks, in addition to sampling and analysis.

6.2.2 Computational framework

The MapReduce inspired distributed computing strategy proposed and implemented

in this work can be used to implement many different data processing methodolo-

gies. However, it is not suitable for all analyses, and in particular does not allow

for implementation of global iterative algorithms, as it does not allow more than one

reduce step. It is also better suited for user initiated batch processing applications

than for data streaming applications. A more general distributed computing frame-

work, analogous to Apache Spark 11001, would extend the capabilities of the proposed

system.

6.2.3 Resource allocation

The optimisation approach proposed in Chapter 3 minimises the total time cost of

executing sensing tasks. This is generally complementary to minimising energy con-
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sumption, but does not explicitly do so. The optimisation algorithm could straightfor-

wardly be extended to minimise consumed energy rather than time spent processing.

Additionally, while we consider the total time summed across all nodes in the network

as the objective function, this may not be the most relevant metric in all applications.

For example, in heterogeneous sensor networks where some nodes are continuously

powered, it would be more relevant to consider just the time taken by non-powered

nodes. Similarly, in scenarios where rapid response to returned data is required (e.g.

control), it may be of more interest to consider the longest path in the task graph, in

order to minimise the real clock time taken by the task.

6.2.4 Event detection

In the collaborative duty cycling algorithm developed in Chapter 5 we make the

simplifying assumption that all node locations are equally capable of detecting events.

Considering varying detection capabilities is an interesting avenue for future work,

especially in monitoring applications where events tend to propagate in an obvious

pattern. Consider a bridge monitoring system, where events of interest are triggered

by vehicle loading. In this instance, nodes located near the ends of the bridge may

provide greater utility by allowing earlier event detection.

In addition, here we assume that events of interest are equally likely to occur at

any time. In many applications, event occurrence is non-random. Consider again

the example of bridge vibration monitoring: Traffic loading shows distinct temporal

peaks. By incorporating a stochastic model of event arrival into the reward function,

our reinforcement learning agent could learn that it is more important to maximise

coverage at certain times.

Finally, although the proposed reinforcement learning approach exhibits good per-

formance once trained, training is relatively slow. Recent work on reinforcement

learning from demonstrations [36], allows an agent to learn from its own exploration,

combined with system behaviour under the control of an expert. Because we have

relatively sophisticated human created strategies, such as the greedy agent described

in this paper, this technique could help to accelerate the agents learning curve.
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Appendix A

Source code repositories

This Appendix contains the links to the entire source code repositories used to imple-

ment the smart sensing system in Chapter 2, the optimisation algorithm in Chapter 3,

and the reinforcement learning based approach and simulation environment in Chap-

ter 5.

Smart sensing node firmware:

https://github.com/jamesjarlathlong/beeviewliss

Smart sensing system gateway server:

https://github.com/jamesjarlathlong/beeviewgateway

Integer programming resource allocation algorithm:

https://github.com/jamesjarlathlong/dag-plan

Reinforcement learning and simulation environment:

https://github.com/jamesjarlathlong/continuous
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Appendix B

Experimental implementation code

This Appendix contains the code required to implement the experiments conducted

in Chapter 4.

Code example B.1: Implementation code for single node experiment in Section 4.4.1

class SenseReduce:

def _init_ (self):

self.sensenodes = [[611]

self .mapnodes = [[611]

self.reducenodes [[01]

def sampler ( self , node):

ace = yield from node.accel(1=2048)

return (node.ID, acc [ 'x'])

def mapper(self ,node,d):

for i in range(10):

fts = linalg . fft (d[1])

c = lambda d: (round(d. real ,8) , round(d. imag,8))

sort = lambda ft s : sorted (enumerate( ft s ), key=lambda x: abs(x[1]) , reverse=T

largestidxs= [( i [0], c(i 111)) for i in sort(fts)]

yield (0, largest _idxs)

def reducer(self ,node,k,vs):

yield (k, vs)
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Code example B.2: Implementation code for centralised frequency domain decompo-

sition of an 8 node network in Section 4.4.2

class SenseReduce:

def __init__(self):

self. sensenodes = 11631,141] ,[15] 1,95] 1,961, 1531 [55], 13111

def sampler (self ,node):

ace = yield from node.accel(l=2048)

return (node.ID,acc)

def mapper(self ,node,d):

nodeid , data = d

for ax in data:

ftpeak = linalg . fft (data[axJ)[6]

c = lambda d: (round(d. real ,6) ,round(d. imag ,6))

nodeax = str(nodeid)+ax

yield (0 ,(nodeax ,c(ftpeak)))

def reducer(selfnode,k,vs):

ws [complex(*i[1) for i in vs]

G np. spectral-mat (ws)

eigvec = linalg . eig (G)

c = lambda d: (round (d. real ,2) , round (d. imag, 2))

ms = I(vs[idxI[01 ,c(el)) for idx,el in enumerate(eigvec)]

yield (k, ms)
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Code example B.3: Implementation code for decentralised frequency domain decom-

position of a 24 node network in Section 4.4.3

class SenseReduce:

def __init__(self):

self .sensenodes = 11631 ,141] 1151, 1951, [96] 153], 155] ,131]

,1221, 117] 1,18 ,[56], [58] ,[61 ,1641, 143]

,[461 ,[49] ,[68] ,[321 ,137] ,139] ,1401 ,[69]]

def sampler (self ,node):

ace = yield from node. accel(1=2048)

return (node.ID,acc)

def mapper(self ,node,d):

nodeid , data = d

for ax in data:

ftpeak = linalg. fft (datalax])161

c = lambda d: (round(d. real ,6) ,round(d. imag,6))

nodeax = str(nodeid)+ax

for group in self. neighborhoods:

yield (group, ( nodeax, c ( ftpeak)))

def reducer(self ,node,k,vs):

ws [complex(*i[l]) for i in vs]

G linalg . spectral-mat (ws)

eigvec = linalg.eig(G)

c lambda d: (round(d.real,2),round(d.imag,2))

ms =[(vs[idx][0 ,c(el)) for idx,el in enumerate(eigvec)]

yield (k,ms)
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